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Abstract. This paper describes the structure of singular codimension one fo-

liations with numerically trivial canonical bundle on complex projective man-

ifolds.
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1. Introduction

Let F be a singular holomorphic foliation on a compact complex manifold X,
and let KF be its canonical bundle. In analogy with the case of complex manifolds,
the canonical bundle of F is the line bundle on X which, away from the singular
set of F , coincides with the bundle of differential forms of maximal degree along
the leaves of F .

As in the case of manifolds, one expects that KF governs much of the geometry
of F . When X is a projective surface, this vague expectation has already been
turned into precise results. There is now a birational classification of foliations on
projective surfaces, very much in the spirit of Enriques-Kodaira classification of
projective surfaces, in terms of numerical properties of KF , see [39, 10].

In this paper, we investigate the structure of singular holomorphic codimension
one foliations on projective manifolds with KF numerically equivalent to zero. We
were dragged into the subject by a desire to better understand previous results,
most notably [16] and [53], which we recall below. Further motivation comes from
the study of holomorphic Poisson manifolds, see [48, 35].

Key words and phrases. Foliation, Transverse Structure, Birational Geometry.
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1.1. Previous results. Cerveau and Lins Neto proved that the space of foliations
on P3 with KF = 0 has six irreducible components [16], and gave a rather pre-
cise description of them. The paper [48] by Polishchuk contains a classification of
Poisson structures on P3 under restrictive hypothesis on their singular set. But
(non-zero) Poisson structures without singular divisors on 3-folds are nothing more
than foliations with trivial canonical bundle, thus Polishchuk’s result is a particular
case of Cerveau-Lins Neto classification. Poisson structures on projective 3-folds
with isolated singularities (i.e. codimension one foliations with trivial canonical
bundle) are classified by Druel in [22].

Smooth codimension one foliations with numerically trivial canonical bundle on
compact Kähler manifold X are classified in [53]. If F is one such foliation, then it
fits into at least one of the following descriptions.

(1) The foliation F is an isotrivial fibration by hypersurfaces with zero first
Chern class.

(2) After a finite étale covering, X is product of a compact Kähler manifold Y
with c1(Y ) = 0 and a complex torus T and F is the pull-back under the
natural projection to T of a linear codimension one foliation on T .

(3) The manifold X is a fibration by rational curves over a compact Kähler
manifold Y with c1(Y ) = 0, and F is a foliation everywhere transverse to
the fibers of the fibration.

1.2. Main results. One of the first examples of foliations with KF = 0 that
come to mind are those with trivial tangent bundle. Foliations with trivial tangent
bundle are induced by (analytic) actions of complex Lie groups which are locally
free outside an analytic subset of codimension at least two. If the action is not
locally free, then a well-known result by Rosenlicht implies that the manifold must
be uniruled. We are able to generalize this well-known fact, confirming a recent
conjecture of Peternell [47, Conjecture 4.23].

Theorem 1. Let X be a projective manifold and L be a pseudo-effective line bundle
on X. If there exists v ∈ H0(X,

∧p
TX ⊗ L∗) not identically zero but vanishing at

some point, then X is uniruled. In particular, if there exists a foliation F on X
with c1(TF) pseudo-effective and sing(F) 6= ∅, then X is uniruled.

Theorem 1 reduces the task of classifying codimension one foliations with
c1(KF ) = 0 on arbitrary projective manifolds to uniruled manifolds, as smooth
foliations with numerically trivial canonical bundle have already been classified in
[53].

Our main result provides a description of an arbitrary codimension one folia-
tion with trivial canonical class on an arbitrary projective manifold. It should be
compared with McQuillan’s classification of foliations of Kodaira dimension zero
on surfaces, [39, IV.3].

Theorem 2. Let F be a codimension one foliation with numerically trivial canoni-
cal bundle on a projective manifold X of dimension at least two. If the singularities
of F are not canonical, then F is uniruled. Otherwise, if the singularities of F
are canonical, then, perhaps after passing to an étale covering, X is a product of
a projective manifold Y with trivial canonical bundle and a projective manifold Z;
and the foliation F is the pull-back of a foliation G on Z with trivial tangent sheaf.
Furthermore, if the general leaf of F is not algebraic, then dimZ ≥ 2 and Z is
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a projective equivariant compactification of a complex abelian Lie group and G is
induced by the action of a codimension one subgroup.

It is not excluded from the statement above the case where Y is zero-dimensional.
Notice also that, if dimZ = 1, then G is a foliation by points and, consequently, F
is a smooth foliation by algebraic leaves with trivial canonical class.

1.3. Outline. Below, we describe the general structure of the proof of Theorem 2
and at the same time an outline of the paper.

In Section 2, we settle the basic terminology and recall some uniruledness criteria
for foliations. In Section 3, we discuss canonical singularities of codimension one
foliations, and we show how the presence of non-canonical singularities allow us
to apply the uniruledness criteria previously discussed. This section also contains
information on the polar divisor of closed rational 1-forms defining foliations with
canonical singularities. Section 4 studies the cohomology of the conormal bundle
of foliations with trivial canonical class. The results there contained form the
backbone of our strategy to prove Theorem 2. In particular, there one can find
a proof that either H1(X,N∗F) = 0, or F is uniruled, or KX is pseudo-effective.
This leads us to Section 5 where we prove Theorem 1 and consequently reduce our
study to the category of uniruled manifolds. Section 6 studies deformation of free
rational curves along codimension one foliations with numerically trivial canonical
class; there we show how these deformations lead either to the uniruledness of the
foliation, or to the existence of a transversely projective structure for it. Section
7 studies the reduction of foliations with numerically trivial canonical bundle to
fields of positive characteristic. The outcome is that foliations not defined by closed
rational 1-forms have very well behaved singularities (outside a codimension three
subset they admit local holomorphic first integral). In Section 8 it is shown that
the existence of a transversely projective structure together with the constraints
on the singularities obtained through reduction to positive characteristic implies
the non vanishing of H1(X,N∗F). Finally, in Section 9, we study codimension
one foliations with trivial canonical bundle defined by closed rational 1-forms and
conclude the proof of Theorem 2.

1.4. Acknowledgments. We are very grateful to Stéphane Druel for useful dis-
cussions and for bringing [32, Theorem VI.1.3] to our knowledge. This paper also
owns a lot to Michael McQuillan who caught a number of mistakes in previous
versions, called our attention to the relevance of foliated canonical singularities to
our study, and made a number of other thoughtful suggestions. We also thank
the anonymous referee for pointing out some inaccuracies. Finally, we acknowledge
financial support from ANR-16-CE40-0008 project Foliage.

2. Preliminaries

2.1. Foliations. A foliation F on a complex manifold X is determined by a coher-
ent subsheaf TF of the tangent sheaf TX of X such that

(1) TF is closed under the Lie bracket (involutive), and that
(2) the inclusion TF → TX has torsion free cokernel.

The locus of points where TX/TF is not locally free is called the singular locus of
F , denoted here by sing(F).
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Condition (1) allows us to apply Frobenius Theorem to ensure that for every
point x in the complement of sing(F), the germ of TF at x can be identified with
relative tangent bundle of a germ of smooth fibration f : (X,x) → (Cq, 0). The
integer q = q(F) is the codimension of F . Condition (2) is of different nature and is
imposed to avoid the existence of removable singularities. In particular, it implies
that the codimension of sing(F) is at least two.

The dual of TF is the cotangent sheaf of F and will be denoted by T ∗F . The
determinant of T ∗F , i.e. (∧pT ∗F)∗∗ where dim(X) = n = p + q, is the canonical
bundle of F and will be denoted by KF .

There is a dual point of view where F is determined by a subsheaf N∗F of
the cotangent sheaf Ω1

X = T ∗X of X. The involutiveness asked for in condition
(1) above is replace by integrability: if d stands for the exterior derivative, then
dN∗F ⊂ N∗F ∧ Ω1

X at the level of local sections. Condition (2) is unchanged:
Ω1
X/N

∗F is torsion free.
The normal bundle of F is defined as the dual of N∗F . Over the smooth locus

X − sing(F) we have the following exact sequence

0→ TF → TX → NF → 0 ,

but this is no longer exact over the singular locus. Anyway, as the singular set has
codimension at least two we obtain the adjunction formula

KX = KF ⊗ detN∗F

valid in the Picard group of X.
The definitions above apply verbatim to foliations on smooth algebraic varieties

defined over an arbitrary field. But be aware that the geometric interpretation
given by Frobenius Theorem will no longer hold, especially over fields of positive
characteristic.

2.2. Rationally connected and uniruled foliations. The result stated below
is a particular case of a more general result by Bogomolov and McQuillan proved
in [6], see also [29]. It generalizes a Theorem of Miyaoka, cf. [42, Theorem 8.5],
[30, Chapter 9].

Theorem 2.1. Let F be foliation on a complex projective manifold X. If there
exists a curve C ⊂ X disjoint from the singular set of F for which TF|C is ample,
then the leaves of F intersecting C are algebraic, and the closure of a leaf of F
through a general point of C is a rationally connected variety.

We recall that a variety Y is rationally connected if, through any two points
x, y ∈ Y , there exists a rational curve C in Y containing x and y. Foliations with all
leaves algebraic and with rationally connected general leaf will be called rationally
connected foliations. From Theorem 2.1, one can easily deduce the following result
closer to Miyaoka’s original statement.

Corollary 2.2. Let F be a foliation on a n-dimensional projective manifold X. If
TF is semi-stable with respect to a polarization H, and KF ·Hn−1 < 0, then F is
a rationally connected foliation.

Proof. If m � 0 and C is a very general curve defined as a complete intersection
of elements of |mH|, then TF|C is a semi-stable vector bundle of positive degree
according to [41, Theorem 6.1]. Therefore, every quotient bundle of TF|C has
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positive degree, and we can apply [25, Theorem 2.4] to see that TF|C is ample. We
apply Theorem 2.1 to conclude. �

Quite recently, Campana and Paŭn obtained an alternative version of the above
Corollary, see [13].

Theorem 2.3. Let F be a foliation on a projective manifold X. If KF is not
pseudo-effective, then F is a uniruled foliation.

While the conclusion is weaker – a foliation is uniruled if through a general point
of the ambient space passes a rational curve everywhere tangent to the foliation –,
the hypothesis is not only weaker, but also considerably easier to check. This result
already appeared implicitly in the proof of Theorem 1.4 of [14] but with a gap.

2.3. Tangent subvarieties and pull-backs. Let F be a singular foliation on a
projective manifold X of dimension n. We will say that F is the pull-back of a
foliation G defined on a lower dimensional variety Y , say of dimension k < n, if
there exists a dominant rational map π : X 99K Y such that F = π∗G. In this case,
the leaves of F are covered by algebraic subvarieties of dimension n− k, the fibers
of π.

Actually, the converse holds true. Suppose that, through a general point of
X, there exists an algebraic subvariety tangent to F having codimension k < n.
Since tangency to F imposes a closed condition on the Hilbert scheme and C is
uncountable, it follows that the leaves of F are covered by q-dimensional algebraic
subvarieties, q ≥ n− k. More precisely, there exists an irreducible algebraic variety
Y and an irreducible subvariety Z ⊂ X × Y such that the natural projections

Z
π2 //

π1

��

Y

X

are both dominants; the general fiber of π2 has dimension q; and the general fiber
of π2 projects to X as a subvariety tangent to F . By Stein factorization theorem,
we can moreover assume that π2 has irreducible general fiber.

The following result shows how the existence of algebraic subvarieties through a
general point and contained along the leaf through that point allows a factorization
of the foliation. A particular version of it can be found in the proof of [30, Theorem
9.0.3].

Lemma 2.4. Let F be a foliation on a projective manifold X of dimension n.
Assume that F is covered by a family of (n− k)-dimensional algebraic subvarieties
as above. Then F is the pull-back of a foliation defined on a variety Y having
dimension ≤ k.

Proof. When π1 : Z → X is birational, which means that through a general point
passes exactly one subvariety Zy of the family, then π2 ◦ π−1

1 : X 99K Y is the
pull-back map.

Suppose that our covering family Z ⊂ X × Y is such that dim(π−1
2 (y)) = q is

maximal. If π1 is not birational, then take a general point x ∈ X and let y ∈ Y be
such that x ∈ Zy = π1π

−1
2 (y). Then π1π

−1
2 π2π

−1
1 (Zy) has dimension at least q + 1

at x and is tangent to F by construction, see [30, Lemma 9.1.6.1]. This contradicts
the maximality of the dimension. The lemma follows. �
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3. Canonical singularities

Let F be a foliation on a projective manifoldX. Following [39, Section 2], see also
[40, Section 1], we will say that F has canonical singularities if, for every birational
morphism π : Y → X from a smooth projective manifold Y to X, we have that
the divisor Kπ∗F − π∗KF is effective. An irreducible subvariety S ⊂ sing(F) is a
non-canonical singularity for F if there exists a birational morphism π : Y → X
and an irreducible component E of the exceptional divisor of π such that π(E) = S
and ordE(Kπ∗F − π∗KF ) < 0. Otherwise S is a canonical singularity of F .

Remark 3.1. If we blow-up a foliation with canonical singularities, then the re-
sulting foliation may not have canonical singularities, even when we blow-up along
smooth centers. The property of having canonical singularities is only preserved by
blow-ups along centers invariant by the foliation or everywhere transverse to it, cf.
[39, Fact I.2.8].

Remark 3.2. In the definition of canonical/non-canonical singularities above, we
can always restrict to birational morphisms which are obtained by composition
of blow-ups along smooth centers. Indeed, by [25, Theorem 7.17] any birational
morphism π : Y → X between projective varieties can be described as the blow-up
along a suitable ideal I. Hence, Hironaka’s resolution of singularities implies that
π is dominated by π̃ : Z → X a blow-up along smooth centers, i.e. there exists a
birational morphism q : Z → Y such that π̃ = q ◦ π, cf. [8, Theorem 2.5]. Since
E has codimension one, q is an isomorphism at a general point of E and therefore
the order of Kπ∗F − π∗KF along E will be the same as the order of Kπ̃∗F − π̃∗KF
along the unique irreducible divisor on Z dominating E.

For a thorough discussion of the concept of canonical singularities, and other
related kind of singularities (terminal, log-canonical, log-terminal) the reader is
redirected to [39, Section I] where he can find a proof of the next proposition [39,
Fact I.2.4].

Proposition 3.3. A singular point p of a foliation F on a smooth surface S is
canonical if, and only if, there exists a germ of holomorphic vector field v at p
defining F having one of the following forms:

(1) the vector field v has semi-simple and invertible linear part with quotient of
eigenvalues not belonging to Q+; or

(2) the vector field v is analytically conjugated to x ∂
∂x +(ny+xn+1) ∂∂y for some

positive integer n; or
(3) the vector field v has linear part with zero determinant and non-zero trace.

Remark 3.4. Let us make some further comments on this result. The singularities
of type (1) and (3) are the so-called reduced singularities and are the simplest
models of singularities appearing after a suitable sequence of blowing-ups π over any
singular point of a foliation on a surface. This is Seidenberg’s resolution Theorem
(see [10, Theorem 1, p.13]). The additional type (2) is called ”Poincaré-Dulac”
singularity (see [10, p.114]). For instance, the type (1) (non degenerate reduced
singularities) corresponds to foliations defined locally by a vector field of the form

v = λ1x
∂
∂x + λ2y

∂
∂y + (higher order terms) with

λ1

λ2
/∈ Q+. Take a foliation F

on a surface S admitting only non degenerate reduced singularities and consider
the blow-up πp over a point p in S. It can be easily verified that the exceptional
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divisor E = πp
−1(0) is invariant by π∗pF an that this latter foliation admits exactly

one or two singularities on E, depending on whether p is a regular point of F or
not. Moreover, these singularities are also of type (1). One can also check that the
canonical bundle of F and π∗pF are related by the formula

Kπ∗pF = π∗pKF + l(p)E

where l(p) = 1 if p is regular point of F and l(p) = 0 otherwise. As a by-product,
when π is a sequence of blowing-ups, we get that Kπ∗F = π∗KF + D where D
is an effective divisor supported on the exceptionnal divisor of π. This gives an
illustration of Proposition 3.3.

It is also worth recalling that the union of germs of invariant analytic curves
(separatrices) for this three types of singularies is a normal crossing curve ([10,
Chapter 1]). We refer again to [10, Chapter 1,2] for further details on these aspects,
including also singularities of type (2) and (3).

It is not hard to deduce from Proposition 3.3 a description of codimension two
canonical singularities of codimension one foliations.

Proposition 3.5. Let F be a codimension one foliation F on a projective manifold.
Let S ⊂ sing(F) be a codimension two irreducible component of the singular set of
F . If S is a canonical singularity of F , then, at a Euclidean neighborhood U of a
general point of S, the foliation F is the pull-back under a submersion f : U → V
of a foliation G with canonical singularities on a neighborhood V of the origin of
C2.

Proof. Let p ∈ S be a general point and ω be a holomorphic 1-form defining F
at a neighborhood U of p. After clearing denominators we can assume that ω has
singular set of codimension at least two.

Take a general surface Σ ⊂ X intersecting S transversally at p. Since dim Σ =
2 all the singularities of G = F|Σ are isolated. We claim that S is a canonical
singularity for F if, and only if, p is canonical singularity for F|Σ.

Indeed, let π : Y → X be a composition of blow-ups along smooth centers and let
E be an irreducible component of the exceptional divisor of π such that π(E) = S.
Since S has codimension two, we may restrict π to an open subset Y0 of Y which
contains π−1(p) and such that the induced map π0 : Y0 → X0 is a composition of
blow-ups along smooth centers of codimension two, all of them dominating S. Since
Σ is transverse to S, all the successive strict transforms of Σ are also transverse to
the irreducible components of the singular set of the corresponding strict transforms
of F which dominate S. Therefore Σ̃, the strict transform of Σ under π, is smooth
along π−1(p). Let EΣ be an irreducible component of Σ̃. Once one remarks that

ordE(Kπ∗F − π∗KF ) = 1− ordE((π∗(ω)0)).

and that a similar formula holds for KG , it follows that

ordE(Kπ∗F − π∗KF ) = ordEΣ(K(π|Σ̃)∗G − (π|Σ̃)∗KG).

Therefore S is a non-canonical singularity for F if, and only if, p is a non-canonical
singularity for G.

From now on, assume that S is a canonical singularity for F . Let v be a vector
field with isolated singularities defining G = FΣ at a neighborhood of p. If the
quotient of eigenvalues of the linear part of v at p is different from −1, then dω(p) 6=
0 and S, at a sufficiently small neighborhood U of p, is a Kupka singularity for F .
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As was shown in [34], the vector fields annihilating dω define a smooth codimension
two foliation tangent to F , and the projection to Σ along the leaves of such foliation
define a submersion f : (U, p)→ (Σ, p) such that f∗G = F . If instead the quotient
of eigenvalues of v is equal to −1, then dω vanishes identically on S, and we cannot
apply Kupka’s Theorem. Nevertheless the same phenomena persists as we now
proceed to prove. Notice that the coefficients of ω generate the defining ideal I of
S. After a local change of coordinates, we can assume that S = {x1 = x2 = 0} and
that

ω = u(x1dx2 + x2dx1 + ω≥2)

where u is a unity and ω≥2 have coefficients in I2. If ξ is a nowhere zero vector

field tangent to S, say ξ = ∂
∂xi

for some i ≥ 3, then the contraction ω(ξ) belongs

to I2. Therefore we can find a vector field ξ≥1 with coefficients in I such that
ω(ξ + ξ≥1) = 0. Using the local flow of ξ + ξ≥1 we produce a submersion fn−2 :
(Cn, 0)→ (Cn−1, 0) and a codimension one foliation Gn−1 such that F = f∗n−1Gn−1.
We proceed inductively to conclude the proof of the proposition. �

Corollary 3.6. Let F be a codimension one foliation with canonical singularities on
a projective manifold X. If H is an invariant algebraic reduced hypersurface, then,
outside a closed subset R ⊂ H of codimension 2 in H (hence R has codimension 3
in X), the only singularities of H are normal crossing, i.e. H is normal crossing
in codimension one. In particular, H is demi-normal in the terminology of [31,
Chapter 5].

Proof. The fact that H is normal crossing in codimension one follows from the
Remark 3.4 and the description of codimension two canonical singularities given
in Proposition 3.5. Since the ambient space is smooth, H (as well as any local
complete intersection) is Cohen-Macaulay and therefore satisfies Serre’s condition
S2. �

3.1. Uniruled foliations with canonical singularites. From the definition of
canonical singularities combined with Theorem 2.3, we obtain the following char-
acterization of uniruledness for foliations with canonical singularities.

Theorem 3.7. Let F be a foliation with canonical singularities on a projective
manifold. Then F is uniruled if, and only if, the canonical bundle of F is not
pseudo-effective.

Proof. If KF is not pseudo-effective, then Theorem 2.3 implies F is uniruled.
Suppose now that F is uniruled and with canonical singularities. We want to

prove that KF is not pseudo-effective.
The uniruledness of F implies the existence of a projective manifold Z endowed

with a surjective morphism p : Z → B to another projective manifold B and a
surjective morphism π : Z → X such that the general fibers of p are rational
curves, and the image of a general fiber of p under π is generically tangent to the
foliation. After replacing B by a general subvariety, we can further assume that Z
and X have the same dimension.

Let F be a general fiber of p. There is no loss of generality in assuming that
π(F ) is a rational curve which does not intersect the singular set of F . Indeed,
if for a general fiber F of p the curve π(F ) intersects the singular set of F , then
there exists a divisor H on Z which dominates B and is mapped to the singular set
of F . According to [32, Theorem VI.1.3], we can find a composition of blow-ups
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q : X̃ → X centered at π(H) ⊂ sing(F) such that q−1 ◦ π does not contract H.
Since the singularities of F are canonical, by hypothesis, we have that the canonical
bundle of q∗F is the sum of a pseudo-effective line bundle with an effective line
bundle, hence still pseudo-effective. Replacing X by X̃ and Z by the elimination
of indeterminacies of q−1 ◦ π, we arrive in a situation where a general fiber F of p
is mapped by π to the complement of the singular set of F .

Let L be the leaf of F containing π(F ). Since π(F ) moves inside L in a family
of rational curves of dimension at least dim(F) − 1 = dimL − 1, it follows that
KL · π(F ) < 0. Using that π(F ) is disjoint from the singular set of F , we deduce
the identity KL · π(F ) = KF · π(F ). As π(F ) moves in a family covering X, it
follows that KF is not pseudo-effective. �

Corollary 3.8. Let F be a foliation with numerically trivial canonical bundle on a
projective manifold X. The foliation F has non-canonical singularities if, and only
if, F is uniruled.

Proof. If F is uniruled and has canonical singularities, then Theorem 3.7 implies
KF is not pseudo-effective. Hence, if F is uniruled and KF is numerically trivial,
then F cannot have canonical singularities.

Assume now that F has non-canonical singularities. Then, there exists a pro-
jective manifold Y , and a birational morphism π : Y → X, such that the foliation
G = π∗F has canonical bundle of the form

KG = π∗KF +D

where D is a non-effective divisor. As π∗KF is numerically trivial, we have that
KG is pseudo-effective if, and only if, D is pseudoeffective. But, according to [33,
Corollary 13], a contractible divisor is pseudo-effective if, and only if, it is effective.
Since D is not effective, we deduce that KG is not pseudo-effective. Theorem 2.3
implies G is uniruled, and so is F . �

Corollary 3.9. Let F be a foliation with canonical singularities on a projective
manifold X. If KF is numerically equivalent to zero, then the tangent sheaf of F is
semi-stable with respect to any polarization of X, i.e., for every reflexive subsheaf
E ⊂ TF , we have c1(E) ·Hn−1 ≤ 0 for every ample divisor H.

Proof. Fix a polarization H of X and, aiming at a contradiction, assume that TF is
not semi-stable. Consider the Harder-Narasimham filtration of TF with respect to
H. The maximal semi-stable subsheaf of TF is closed under Lie brackets (see [30,
Lemma 9.1.3.1]) and therefore defines a foliation G. Notice that G is a subfoliation of
F with non pseudo-effective canonical bundle since −c1(TG) ·Hn−1 = KG ·Hn−1 <
0. It follows that G is a foliation with rationally connected general leaf, and F
is uniruled. But at the same time F has canonical singularities and numerically
trivial canonical bundle, contradicting Theorem 3.7. �

Corollary 3.10. Let X be a uniruled projective manifold, and let R : X 99K
RX be the maximal rationally connected meromorphic fibration on X. Let F be a
codimension one foliation with canonical singularities on X. If KF is numerically
trivial, then every leaf of F dominates RX , i.e. the restriction of R to every leaf
has generically maximal rank. Furthermore, if Frat is the foliation defined by R,
then detNFrat is a numerically trivial line bundle.
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Proof. Let us call Frat the codimension q (= dim RX) foliation with algebraic
leaves induced by R : X 99K RX . After [24], we know that RX is not uniruled.
Therefore, [7] implies that Frat is given by an holomorphic q-form on X without
zeroes in codimension 1, and with coefficients in a line bundle E = detNFrat
such that E∗ is pseudo-effective. The restriction of such q-form on the leaves of F
defines a non trivial section σ of ΩqF ⊗E, where ΩqF denotes the q-th wedge power
of the cotangent sheaf of F . The previous Corollary implies that TF is semi-stable
with respect to any polarization of X. Therefore, the section σ has no zeroes in
codimension 1, and E = detNFrat must be numerically trivial. On the other hand,
any leaf which does not dominate RX is contained in the zero locus of σ. �

3.2. Foliations defined by closed rational 1-forms. Starting from Section 4,
most of this paper will be devoted to prove that a codimension one foliation with nu-
merically trivial canonical bundle and canonical singularities is defined by a closed
rational 1-form after an étale covering.

In this subsection, we study the polar divisor of foliations with canonical singu-
larities defined by closed rational 1-forms. We will make use of the concept of log
canonical pair, see [31] for a thorough treatment of this concept.

Proposition 3.11. Let F be a codimension one foliation on a projective manifold
X. Assume that F is defined by a closed rational 1-form ω. Let ∆ = (ω)∞ be the
polar divisor of ω and let ∆red be the reduced divisor with the same support. If F
has canonical singularities, then the pair (X,∆red) is log canonical.

Proof. Let π : Y → X be a log resolution of the pair (X,∆red). As usual let us
write

KY + π−1
∗ ∆red = π∗(KX + ∆red) +

∑
aiEi

where the sum runs through the exceptional divisors of π. We want to show that,
under our assumption, the integers ai are greater than, or equal to −1.

Let G = π∗F be the pull-back of F under π. The normal bundle of F is equal
to OX(∆ − Z), where ∆ = (ω)∞ is the polar divisor of ω and Z = (ω)0 is the
divisorial part of the zero set of ω. Now π∗ω is a closed rational 1-form defining G
and therefore NG = OY ((π∗ω)∞ − (π∗ω)0). Since ω is closed, then we can write
locally

ω =

k∑
i=1

λi
dfi
fi

+ d

(
g

fn1
1 · · · f

nk
k

)
where g is a germ of holomorphic function, fi are irreducible germs of holomorphic
functions, λi are complex numbers, and ni are natural numbers. The coefficients
ni correspond to the coefficients of ∆−∆red on the hypersurface {fi = 0}. Writing
down a similar expression for π∗ω we deduce that

NG = π∗(∆−∆red) + π−1
∗ (∆red)− π−1

∗ (Z) +
∑

miEi

where the sum runs over all exceptional divisors, and mi are integers not greater
than 1.

If we compute KG − π∗KF using adjunction and the formulas above, we get

KG − π∗KF = KY +NG − π∗(KX +NF) =
∑

(ai +mi)Ei .

If F has canonical singularities, then 0 ≤ ai +mi ≤ ai + 1. Therefore ai ≥ −1, i.e.
the pair (X,∆red) is log canonical. �
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4. The conormal bundle

4.1. From the non-vanishing of cohomology to a foliation by curves.

Lemma 4.1. Let F be a codimension one foliation with numerically trivial canon-
ical bundle on a compact Kähler manifold X. Then, for every integer i between 0
and n = dimX, we have that

Hi(X,N∗F)∗ ' Hn−i(X,KF ) ' H0(X,∧iTX ⊗N∗F).

Proof. By Serre duality, Hi(X,N∗F)∗ is isomorphic to Hn−i(X,KX ⊗ NF). By
adjunction, Hn−i(X,KX ⊗ NF) is nothing but Hn−i(X,KF ). Since KF admits
a flat unitary connection, Hodge theory implies Hn−i(X,KF ) is isomorphic to
H0(X,Ωn−iX ⊗ KF∗). Finally, from the identity Ωn−iX = ∧iTX ⊗ KX , we obtain
that Hi(X,N∗F) is isomorphic to H0(X,∧iTX ⊗N∗F), as claimed. �

Assume that H1(X,N∗F) 6= 0 and let v be a non-zero twisted vector field
with coefficients in N∗F produced through Lemma 4.1. The twisted vector field v
determines a foliation G with canonical bundle given by the formula

(1) KG = N∗F ⊗OX(−(v)0) .

If ω ∈ H0(X,Ω1
X⊗NF) is a twisted 1-form defining F , then ω(v) ∈ H0(X,OX).

Therefore ω(v) is either identically zero, or everywhere non-zero. Consequently the
foliation G is either contained in F , or it induces a splitting TX = TF ⊕ TG of the
tangent bundle of X.

When the tangent bundle of X splits, then F is clearly a smooth foliation. If
instead the contraction of ω ∈ H0(X,Ω1

X ⊗ NF) with v ∈ H0(X,TX ⊗ N∗F)
vanishes identically, i.e., the foliation G defined by v is tangent to F , then we have
the following result.

Lemma 4.2. Let F be a codimension one foliation with numerically trivial canon-
ical bundle on a projective manifold X. Assume that F has canonical singularities.
If there exists a twisted vector field v ∈ H0(X,TX ⊗N∗F) everywhere tangent to
F , then the canonical bundle of X is pseudo-effective.

Proof. Since F has canonical singularities, Corollary 3.8 implies that F is not unir-
uled. Therefore, Theorem 2.1 implies that the canonical bundle of G (the foliation
defined by v) is pseudo-effective. But KX is numerically equivalent to N∗F by
adjunction, and N∗F = KG ⊗ OX((v)0) according to Equation (1). Hence KX

is numerically equivalent to the product of a pseudo-effective line bundle with an
effective line bundle. It follows that KX is pseudo-effective. �

It will be seen later, in Section 5, that the pseudo-effectiveness of KX automat-
ically implies that F is smooth.

4.2. Sufficient conditions for the non-vanishing of cohomology.

Lemma 4.3. Let F be a codimension one foliation on a projective manifold X
Suppose there exists a closed analytic subset R ⊂ X of codimension at least 3, and

a C-divisor D =
∑k
i=1 λiHi supported on F-invariant hypersurfaces Hi such that

for every x ∈ X \R, we can locally write

ω ∧
(∑

λi
dhi
hi

)
= dω
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where h1, . . . , hk are local equations for H1, . . . ,Hk and ω is a suitable defining one
form of F . Then c1(N∗F)− c1(D) belongs to H1(X,N∗F).

Proof. One can assume for simplicity that R = ∅ since H1(X,N∗F) ' H1(X \
R,N∗F). Let U = {Uα} be a sufficiently fine open covering of X. If {gαβ ∈
O∗(Uαβ)} is a cocycle representing NF , then, according to our hypothesis, the
collection of holomorphic 1-forms {θαβ ∈ Ω1

X(Uαβ)} defined by

θαβ =
dgαβ
gαβ

−
(∑

λi
dhi,β
hi,β

−
∑

λi
dhi,α
hi,α

)
vanishes along the leaves of F . Thus, we have an induced class in H1(X,N∗F)
with image in H1(X,Ω1

X) representing c1(N∗F)−
∑
λic1(OX(Hi)). �

When the foliation F has singular set of codimension at least three, we can apply
the lemma above to conclude that N∗F is numerically equivalent to zero, or that
H1(X,N∗F) 6= 0. Indeed, under this assumption, we are always in the latter case
as one can see by applying the next lemma in the case D = 0.

Lemma 4.4. Let F be a codimension one foliation on a projective manifold X
satisfying the assumptions of Lemma 4.3. Moreover, assume that the divisor D has
real coefficients strictly greater than −1 and that its support is normal crossing in
codimension one (see the definition in Corollary 3.6). Then H1(X,N∗F) 6= 0.

Proof. We will keep the notations used in the proof of Lemma 4.3. If D is not
numerically equivalent to N∗F , then the result follows from Lemma 4.3. Hence,
we will assume from now on that N∗F is numerically equivalent to D.

There exists on any sufficiently small open set Uα ⊂ X a function ϕα expressed

locally as
∑k
j=1 ϕj,α with ϕj,α = λj log |hj,α|2. Notice that the functions ϕj,α satisfy

the identity i
2π∂∂ϕj,α = λj [Hj ]|Uα of currents. Moreover, for some appropriate

choice of local defining forms ωα of F , we get the following equalities

(2) ωα ∧ ∂ϕα = dωα and ∂ϕα =
∑

λi
dhi,α
hi,α

on open subsets Uα of the covering U .
Since N∗F is numerically equivalent to D, the local expressions

(3) ieϕα+log |Hα|ωα ∧ ωα
give rise to a positive (1, 1)-current T on V = X \ sing(F) for a suitable choice of
Hα ∈ O∗(Uα). Indeed, eϕα is locally integrable on V , since λi > −1. Note also
that Tα = ieϕαωα∧ωα is closed on Uα∩V , thanks to (2). Beware that eϕα may fail
to be integrable near some point of the singular locus. Nevertheless, as sing F has
codimension ≥ 2, Tα extends uniquely to a closed positive current on Uα (namely
the trivial extension of Tα), again denoted Tα. Observe now that the globally
defined positive current T = |Hα|Tα is also closed. Indeed, i∂∂T = i∂∂(|Hα|)Tα
is identically zero as an exact positive (2, 2)-current. Because Tα is directed by
the foliation, this implies that |Hα| is pluriharmonic, hence constant on the leaves,
whence the closedness of T . Note that replacing ϕα by ϕα+log |Hα| does not affect
equality (2). In particular, one can suppose that Hα = 1 in (3).

One can reformulate more intrisically the previous construction by saying that
ϕα can be interpreted as a local weight of a singular metric g on N∗F and ωα as
the local trivialization of a holomorphic one form ω with coefficients in NF . The
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current T is then nothing but g∗(ω, ω), where g∗(·, ·) is the sesquilinear pairing

induced by the dual metric g∗ at the level of H0(X,Ω1,0
X ⊗NF).

Remark that T splits on V as −η∧ω, where η = g∗(·, ω) is the d-closed (0, 1)-form
valued in N∗F associated to ω via g∗, i.e. η = ieϕαωα in local patches.

By assumption, D is locally normal crossing on X −S where S has codimension
≥ 3 in X. Hence the splitting above can indeed be defined on X − S.

In particular, if we denote by Bp an open ball centered at p ∈ X, the restriction

of η to Bp−S is indeed ∂ exact. Therefore, by Mayer-Vietoris, the cohomology class
{η} defined in H1(X − S,N∗F) extends to a class in H1(X,N∗F). The positivity
of T implies that this class is non–trivial, and the lemma follows. �

For later use, let us record a consequence of the above. Notice that, in its
statement, we refer to the residues of a 1-form with coefficients in a flat line bundle.
Of course, when the line bundle is not trivial, such residues are not well-defined
complex numbers, but it makes sense to ask whether they are zero or not.

Corollary 4.5. Let F be a codimension one foliation with canonical singularities.
If F is defined by a closed rational 1-form η without residues and with coefficients
in a flat line bundle, then H1(X,N∗F) 6= 0. In particular, if F is a fibration, then
H1(X,N∗F) 6= 0.

Proof. Since F has canonical singularities, Proposition 3.5 implies that the supports
of (η)0 and (η)∞ are disjoint.

If x ∈ |(η)0|, then there exists a neighborhood U containing x and a holomorphic
primitive of f : U → C of η, i.e., η|U = df . If ω is a holomorphic 1-form defining
F|U with zeros of codimension at least two, then ω|U = hdf for some meromorphic

function h : U → P1 without zeros. It follows that

dω = dh ∧ df = ω ∧
(
−dh
h

)
.

Since the residues of dhh are all negative, we conclude, using also Corollary 3.6, that
F satisfies the assumptions of Lemma 4.4 at a neighborhood of |(η)0|.

Let now x ∈ |(η)∞|. Since the supports of (η)0 and (η)∞ are disjoint and η has no
residues, we can write η|U = d(f−1) where f is a holomorphic function f : U → C
with zero set contained in |(η)∞|. As before, we can write ω|U = hdf for some
meromorphic function h without zeros on U , and conclude that the assumptions of
Lemma 4.4 are satisfied everywhere. Therefore H1(X,N∗F) 6= 0.

Finally, if F is a fibration, then we can take η = df where f : X → P1 is any
first integral for F . �

5. Criterion for uniruledness

The main goal of this section is to obtain information about the ambient manifold
when there exists a codimension one foliation with numerically trivial canonical
bundle with non-empty singular set.

5.1. Pseudo-effectiveness of the canonical bundle implies smoothness. A
particular case of the result below (p = dimX − 1) already appeared in [54]. The
arguments here are a simple generalization of the arguments therein and heavily
rely on an integrability criterion due to Demailly in [21]. They have also high order
of contact with the arguments carried out by Bogomolov in [5], see also [46, Section
5].
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Theorem 5.1. Let X be a compact Kähler manifold with KX pseudo-effective, L
a flat line bundle on X, p a positive integer and v ∈ H0(X,

∧p
TX ⊗L) a non-zero

section. Then the zero set of v is empty.

Proof. Let q = dimX−p. From the isomorphism
∧p

TX ∼= ΩqX ⊗KX
∗ we see that

v defines a twisted q-form ω ∈ H0(X,Ωq ⊗KX
∗ ⊗ L).

The pseudo-effectiveness of KX implies the existence of singular hermitian metric
on it with non-negative curvature. The same holds forKX⊗L∗ by flatness. A metric
on KX

∗⊗L can be identified with a section g of (KX⊗L∗)⊗(KX ⊗ L∗) and we can
use it to define a (q, q)-form η with L∞loc coefficients through the formula η = g(v, v).
Concretely, if {Uα} is an open covering of X, then there exists plurisubharmonic
functions ϕα on Uα such that

|hαβ |2 = exp(ϕα − ϕβ) .

where hαβ is a cocycle defining KX ⊗ L∗. Thus

η = i exp(ϕα)ωα ∧ ωα.
Demailly, in [21], proved that the identity of currents dωα = −∂ϕα ∧ ωα holds

true, see also the proof of [12, Proposition 2.1]. In other words, ω is ∇g-closed,
where ∇g is the Chern connection associated to g. Consequently, dη = 0 as a
current, and η defines a class in Hq,q(X,C). Poincaré-Serre duality implies the
existence of [ρ] ∈ Hp,p(X,C) such that

(4) [η] ∧ [ρ] 6= 0.

Decompose η as the product η = v ∧ g(v) where g(v) = g(·, v) is seen as a (0, q)-
form with values in KX ⊗L∗ (g(v) = i exp(ϕα)ωα in a local patch). It is crucial to
remark that g(v) is ∂-closed, thanks to the d-closedness of η.

Therefore the non vanishing of the cup-product (4) can be reformulated as

[g(v)] ∧ [v ∧ ρ] 6= 0

where the bilinear pairing involved is H0,q

∂
(KX ⊗ L∗)⊗H0,n−q

∂
(L)→ H2n(X,C).

By Hodge symetry, one can choose a representative of [v∧ρ] ∈ H0,n−q
∂

(L) of the

form γ where γ is a holomorphic (n− q)-form valued in the unitary flat bundle L∗.
In particular g(v)∧γ 6= 0, and then, by conjugation, v∧γ 6= 0. On the other hand,
v ∧ γ is a section of KX ⊗KX

∗ ⊗L⊗L∗ = OX . It follows that v has no zeros. �

Theorem 5.2. Let D be a distribution of codimension q on a compact Kähler
manifold X. If c1(TD) = 0 and KX is pseudo-effective, then D is a smooth foli-
ation. Moreover, there exists a smooth foliation G on X of dimension q such that
TX = TD ⊕ TG. Finally, if X is projective, then the canonical bundle of D is
torsion.

Proof. The integrability follows from [21]. The previous theorem implies that
sing(D) = ∅ and that there exists a holomorphic (n − q)-form γ which restricts
to a volume form on the leaves of the foliation defined by D.

In order to prove the result we just need to modify γ to obtain that its kernel
is the expected complementary subbundle defining G. This can be done as follows.
There is a natural monomorphism of sheaves

ψ :

n−q−1∧
TD → Ω1

X ,
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defined by the contraction of γ with n−q−1 vectors fields tangent to D. Notice that
the projection morphism of Ω1

X onto T ∗D is actually an isomorphism in restriction
to Imψ. Its inverse provides a splitting of the exact sequence

0→ N∗D → Ω1
X → T ∗D → 0 .

Since detT ∗D is numerically trivial, Imψ is an integrable subbundle of Ω1
X . This

subbundle defines the conormal bundle of the sought foliation G.
Let L = KD∗ and γ ∈ H0(X,ΩpX ⊗ L), p = n− q, be a twisted p-form defining

G. After passing to a finite étale covering, we can assume that the integral Chern
class of L is zero, i.e., L ∈ Pic0(X).

Since L is flat, Hodge symetry implies that H0(X,ΩpX ⊗ L) ∼= Hp(X,L∗). Let
m = hp(X,L∗) and consider the Green-Lazarsfeld set

S = {E ∈ Pic0(X) |hp(X,E) ≥ m} .
According to [51], if X is projective, then S is a finite union of translates of subtori
by torsion points. To conclude the proof of the Theorem, it suffices to show that
L∗ is an isolated point of S. Let Σ ⊂ Pic0(X) be an irreducible component of S
passing through L. If P is the restriction of the Poincaré bundle to Σ × X, and
π : Σ×X → Σ is the natural projection, then, by semi-continuity, Rpπ∗P is locally
free at a neighborhood of L. Therefore, we can extend the element Hp(X,L∗)
determined by γ to a holomorphic family of non-zero elements with coefficients in
line bundles E ∈ Σ close to L∗. Hodge symetry gives us a family of holomorphic p-
forms with coefficients in the duals of these line bundles. Taking the wedge product
of these p-forms with a q-form defining D we obtain, by transversality of D and G,
non-zero sections of H0(X,KX ⊗ND⊗E∗) for E varying on a small neighborhood
of L∗ at Σ. Since KX ⊗ND ⊗ E∗ ∈ Pic0(X), this implies that E ∈ Σ if, and only
if, E = KX ⊗ND = L∗. Thus Σ reduces to a point. �

Remark 5.3. The Theorem above provides evidence toward the following con-
jecture of Sommese ([52]): if F is a smooth foliation of dimension p with trivial
canonical bundle on a compact Kähler manifold X, then there exists a holomorphic
p-form on X which is non-trivial when restricted to the leaves of F .

5.2. Criterion for uniruledness. Theorem 5.1 allow us to deduce Theorem 1
of the Introduction which we state again below for convenience. It confirms [47,
Conjecture 4.23].

Theorem 5.4 (Theorem 1 of the Introduction). Let X be a projective mani-
fold and L be a pseudo-effective line bundle on X. If there exists non trivial
v ∈ H0(X,

∧p
TX⊗L∗) vanishing at some point, then X is uniruled. In particular,

if there exists a foliation F on X with c1(TF) pseudo-effective and sing(F) 6= ∅,
then X is uniruled.

Proof. If X is not uniruled, then KX is pseudo-effective [7, Corollary 0.3]. The-
orem 2.1 together with Mehta-Ramanathan Theorem [41] imply that the Harder-
Narasimhan filtration of the restriction of TX to curves obtained as complete inter-
sections of sufficiently ample divisors has no subsheaf of positive degree. Therefore
the same holds true for

∧p
TX, and consequently L cannot intersect ample divisors

positively. This property together with its pseudo-effectiveness implies c1(L) = 0.
We can apply Theorem 5.1 to conclude that sing(v) = ∅, and obtain a contradic-
tion. �
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Corollary 5.5. Let F be a codimension one foliation with canonical singularities
and numerically trivial canonical bundle. If H1(X,N∗F) 6= 0, then F is smooth.

Proof. If H1(X,N∗F) 6= 0, then Lemma 4.1 implies the existence of a nonzero
v ∈ H0(X,TX ⊗ N∗F). Let ω ∈ H0(X,Ω1

X ⊗ NF) be a twisted 1-form defining
F . If ω(v) 6= 0 in H0(X,OX), then clearly F is smooth. If instead ω(v) = 0, then
Lemma 4.2 implies KX is pseudo-effective, and Theorem 5.1 implies that F is also
smooth in this case. �

5.3. Foliations with compact leaves. In the statement below, by a compact leaf
of a foliation we mean a compact invariant submanifold of the same dimension as
the foliation which does not intersect the singular set.

Theorem 5.6. Let F be a codimension q foliation with numerically trivial canonical
bundle on a compact Kähler manifold X of dimension n > q. If F admits a
compact leaf, then F is smooth, and there exists a smooth foliation G of dimension
q everywhere transverse to F . Furthermore, if X is a projective manifold, then KF
is a torsion line-bundle.

Proof. Let ω be a Kähler form and consider ξ = ωn−q. Let v ∈ H0(X,∧n−qTX ⊗
KF ) be a (n−q)-vector defining F . Contract ξ with v in order to obtain a ∂-closed
(0, n − q)-form α with coefficients in KF . If this form is not ∂-exact, one obtains
by Hodge symetry a holomorphic (n− q)-form with coefficients in the dual of KF
which is by construction non zero on a general leaf of F . By adjunction formula,
this (n− q)-form defines a foliation G totally transverse to F .

To prove that α is not ∂-exact, observe that the restriction of α to a com-
pact leaf L can be naturally identified with a non-trivial volume form. Indeed, if
(z1, . . . , zn−q) are local coordinates on L, then the restriction of v to L is, up to a
scalar multiple, nothing but(

∂

∂z1
∧ · · · ∧ ∂

∂zn−q

)
⊗ (dz1 ∧ · · · ∧ dzn−q)

and therefore we can identify α|L with ξ|L.
Finally, when X is projective we can argue exactly as in the proof of Theorem

5.2 in order to deduce that KF is torsion. �

Corollary 5.7. Let F be a foliation with numerically trivial canonical bundle on
a rationally connected manifold X. If F has a compact leaf, then F is the foliation
by points.

Proof. First notice that the foliation G constructed in Theorem 5.6 has canonical
bundle KG numerically equivalent to KX . Consider now the inclusion KG

∗ →
∧qTX and restrict it to a very free rational curve C. Because TX|C is a direct sum
of line bundles of strictly positive degree, this morphism must vanish identically
along C unless q = dimX. Since the very free rational curves cover X, we deduce
that TG = TX, i.e. G is the foliation with just one leaf and F is the foliation by
points. �

When all the leaves are compact, the structure of the foliation is particularly
simple:

Theorem 5.8. Let F be a smooth and algebraically integrable foliation with nu-
merically trivial canonical bundle on a n-dimensional projective manifold X. Then,
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perhaps after passing to a finite étale covering, the manifold X is a product of pro-
jective manifolds and F is defined by the projection to one of them.

5.4. Proof of Theorem 5.8. By [26, Proposition 2.5], F is induced by a morphism
ϕ : X → Y onto a normal projective variety Y with connected fibers. Let us state
in the first place the following proposition due to Druel.

Proposition 5.9. [23, Lemma 6.4,6.5]. Theorem 5.8 holds true whenever ϕ is
smooth. Moreover, if the irregularity of every fiber of ϕ is zero, the product structure
on an étale cover is induced by an appropriate base change: there exists complex
manifolds Y1 and F , as well as a finite étale cover Y1 → Y such that Y1 ×Y X '
Y1 × F as varieties over Y1.

Remark 5.10. In the original statement of [23], loc.cit, it is also assumed that
the canonical bundle KX is pseudo-effective in order to ensure that F admits a
transverse foliation. On the other hand, the existence of this foliation is guaranteed
by Theorem 5.6. Note also, that the existence of a transverse foliation implies that
ϕ (assumed to be smooth) is a locally analytically trivial fibration. In particular
all fibers are isomorphic.

Proposition 5.11. Suppose that a fiber of ϕ is a Calabi-Yau manifold (as the
terminology may vary, this means here that its universal cover is compact). Then
Theorem 5.8 holds true.

Proof. The proof follows verbatim the nice arguments developped by Druel in the
proof of Proposition 6.6, loc.cit. For the sake of convenience of the reader, we recall
the strategy and also extract what is really necessary in our setting.

By applying Hwang-Viehweg’s étale version of Reeb stability theorem [26, The-
orem 2.7], there exists a finite set of indices Γ, morphisms gγ : Yγ → Y with Yγ
smooth, finite onto their images and such that

(1)
⋃
γ∈Γ gγ(Yγ) = Y .

(2) The normalization Xγ of Yγ ×Y X is smooth and the canonical projec-
tion ϕγ : Xγ → Yγ (which then defines f∗γF by the natural smooth étale
morphism fγ : Xγ → X) is smooth projective with connected fibers.

In that way, we obtain, by taking Y1 to be the normalization of Y in the Galois
closure of the compositum of the fields C(Yγ), that the projection ϕ1 : X1 → Y1

is smooth with connected fibers, where X1 is the (singular) variety defined as the
normalization of Y1×Y X. Note that ϕ1 defines the foliation f∗1F where f1 : X1 →
X is the natural morphism. Finally, by considering a desingularization Y2 of Y1,
we inherit on the smooth projective variety X2 = Y2 ×Y1 X1 a foliation given by
the (smooth) projection ϕ2 : X2 → Y2 which is nothing but the pull-back of f∗1F
under the natural morphism f2 : X2 → X1. This construction can be performed
from the datum of any regular and algebraically integrable foliation. In the case
where c1(TF ) = 0, an elementary but fundamental calculation yields

KX2/Y2
∼ 0 ,

i.e. KX2/Y2
is linearly equivalent to zero.

In our case, we have moreover that the fibers F of ϕ2 are Calabi-Yau manifolds.
One can thus invoke Proposition 5.9 to claim that there exists a finite étale cover
g3 : Y3 → Y2 such that X3 := Y3 ×Y2

X2 ' Y3 × F . This allows to ”go back”
in the previous construction and exhibit a (singular) variety X4 having a product
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structure Y4 × F and equipped with finite dominant morphism f4 : X4 → X1 such
that (f1 ◦ f4)

∗F is given by the projection ϕ4 : X4 → Y4. Indeed, one takes Y4

as the normalization of Y1 in C(Y3) and X4 as the normalization of Y4 ×Y1 X1.
By replacing Y4 by a suitable finite cover, one can assume that there exists a
finite group G ∈ Aut(Y4) such that Y ∼= Y4/G. In particular, X ∼= X4/G for the
natural extention of G on the fiber product X4. By construction, G preserves the
vertical fibration on X4

∼= Y4 × F . One can then write g(x, y) = (g1(x), g2(x, y)).
The family g2(x, .) of automorphisms of F depends continuously on x, hence is
constant thanks to the vanishing of h0(F, TF ). In other words, G acts diagonally
on Y4×F . Replacing G by some appropriate quotient , there is no loss of generalities
in assuming that G injects into Aut(Y4) and Aut(F ). This prevents the existence of
a non trivial element of G fixing pointwise an hypersurface in X4. Then the quotient
map X4 → X4/G ∼= X is étale in codimension one, hence étale by Nagata-Zariski
purity criterion. This concludes the proof. �

The following statement will give a way to deal with the general case by extract-
ing the abelian factor and reducing to the previous case.

Proposition 5.12. Assumptions as in 5.8. There exists two regular algebraically
foliations F1 and F2 such that TF = TF1

⊕ TF2
with the additional properties:

(1) KF1
∼ KF2

∼ 0
(2) The leaves of F2 are Calabi-Yau manifolds.
(3) Up to passing to a finite étale cover, TF1 is holomorphically trivial. In

particular F1 is defined by the orbits of an algebraic subgroup A of Aut0(X)
isomorphic to an abelian variety.

Proof. Recall firstly (cf.[4]) that, for a compact Kähler manifold X with c1(X) = 0,
the splitting TX := E ⊕ E⊥ with respect to a Ricci flat metric, where E is the flat
factor, is indeed intrinsically defined, i.e. does not depend on the choice of the
metric and that, up to finite cover, correspond to a unique decomposition T × V
where T is a compact torus and V a simply connected Calabi-Yau manifold. In
particular this splitting is invariant by automorphisms and descend to finite étale
quotients.

With the notations of the proof of Proposition 5.11, let us examine on Xγ the
pull-back foliation Fγ = f∗γF defined by the smooth projective morphism ϕγ . Each
fiber F of ϕγ is equipped with a canonical splitting of TF recalled above. Note
that Xγ comes equipped with a transverse foliation Gγ = f∗γG to Fγ , where G
is a foliation on X transverse to F whose existence is guaranteed by Theorem
5.6. In particular, the fibration ϕγ is locally trivial from the analytic viewpoint
and consequently these fiberwise splittings fit together to produce two regular and
algebraically integrable subfoliations F1,γ (corresponding to the flat factor on the
fibers), F2,γ of Fγ such that

TFγ = TF1,γ
⊕ TF2,γ

These two foliations obviously descend to foliations on fα(Xα) which glue to-
gether when γ varies and finally define on X two regular algebraically integrable
subfoliations F1, F2 of F such that

TF = TF1 ⊕ TF2

Moreover, observe that on each fiber F of ϕα, TF1
|F is endowed with a unique flat

holomorphic connection ∇F with finite monodromy coming from the decomposition
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T ×V on a finite cover. Note that ∇F extends uniquely as a flat connection on TF1

in restriction to an analytic neighborhood of F trivialized as a product U × F by
the transverse foliation Gγ . By uniqueness of ∇F on each fiber, these connections
glue together to produce a flat connection ∇γ which descends to fγ(Xγ). For the
same reasons of uniqueness and the fact that the Gγ come from the same foliation
G on X, the flat connections fγ∗∇γ , γ ∈ Γ glue together, hence give rise to a
flat holomorphic connection ∇ on TF1 . In particular KF1 ∼ 0 and automatically
KF2 ∼ 0 thanks to the above splitting.

We claim now that ∇ has finite monodromy. Remark that it suffices to show
that for some γ ∈ Γ, fγ∗∇γ (or equivalently ∇γ) has finite monodromy, since
π1(fγ(Xγ)) surjects onto π1(X). For this purpose, observe that, by fixing some
x ∈ Yγ and considering F = ϕγ

−1(x), Gγ defines a representation (the holonomy
representation)

ρ : π1(x, Yγ)→ Aut(F )

by lifting loops on leaves of Gγ .
Because the morphism ϕγ is projective, the image G of ρ has to fix some Kähler

class on F , hence contains a subgroup of Aut0(F ) of finite index. Hence, by replac-

ing Xγ by Ỹγ×YγXγ , with Ỹγ some suitable finite étale cover of Yγ , one can assume

without any loss of generalities that G ⊂ Aut0(F ), this latter being an Abelian va-
riety. Take g ∈ G, g = exp(tX) for X ∈ H0(F, TF ), t ∈ C. Denote by Ly the stalk
at y ∈ F of the local system L associated to ∇F and consider u ∈ Ly. Because
the commutation relation [X,L] = 0 holds (L lifts as a constant local system on
T ×V ), one can infer that g∗u ∈ Lg(y) must coincide with the analytic continuation
of u along s → exp(α(s)X)(y) where α : [0, 1] → C is a continuous path joining 0
to t.

Thanks to the exact sequence of the fibration ϕγ , we can easily conclude that the
monodromy group of ∇γ coincides with that of its restriction ∇F and in particular,
is finite. This finishes the proof of the Proposition. �

By [9, Proof of Theorem 1.2] (see also [23, proof of proposition 6.6]), up to
replacing X by a finite étale cover, one can suppose that X = A × Y , A Abelian
variety where F1 is defined by the projection prY : X → Y . Note that F2, whose
leaves have irregularity 0, is automatically tangent to the second projection prA :
X → A. Moreover, the action of A on each leaf L of F has to preserve TF2 |L. This
implies that F2 projects via prY as a foliation on Y . This last property, combined
with Proposition 5.11 allows to conclude the proof of Theorem 5.8. �

5.5. Algebraic leaves of singular foliations. A generalization of the argument
used to prove Theorem 5.6 imposes constraints on algebraic leaves of singular foli-
ations with trivial canonical class.

Theorem 5.13. Let F be a foliation with numerically trivial canonical bundle on
a projective manifold X. Assume sing(F) 6= ∅. If L is an algebraic leaf of F , then
the Zariski closure of L is uniruled.

Proof. Since F is singular and X is smooth, F has dimension and codimension
different from zero. Theorem 5.6 implies that L is not compact. Let L be the
closure of L and n : Y → L be its normalization.

According to [1, Proposition 4.5] (see also [2, Definition 3.4 and Lemma 3.5])
there exists an effective Weil divisor ∆ on Y such that n∗KF is linearly equivalent
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to KY + ∆. In the terminology of [2], the pair (Y,∆) is a log leaf of F . Let
m : Z → Y be a resolution of singularities of Y .

If ∆ > 0, then KZ is not pseudo-effective. Indeed, if H is a very ample divisor
on Y and d is the dimension of Y , then Hd−1 ·∆ > 0 and Hd−1 can be represented
by a curve in Y which does not intersect the singular locus of Y , or even better the
centers of m. Thus KZ · (m∗H)d−1 = KY ·Hd−1 < 0. Since m∗H is big and nef,
it follows that KZ is not pseudo-effective. Thus by [7] Z is uniruled and the same
holds for L. Similarly, if ∆ = 0 and the singularities of Y are not canonical, then
KZ is also not pseudo-effective, and we conclude as before.

If ∆ = 0 and the singularities of Y are canonical, then m∗KY injects into KZ .
Let q be the codimension of F and α be the (0, n− q)-form with coefficients in KF
constructed in the proof of Theorem 5.6, i.e. α is the contraction of the (n − q)-
th power of a Kähler form ω with a (n − q)-vector field v ∈ H0(X,∧n−qTX ⊗
KF ) defining F . In order to conclude the proof, we will show that α is non-
trivial in cohomology, what implies that F is smooth (by the proof of Theorem
5.6) contradicting our hypothesis. For that, let p = n ◦ m be the composition
of the normalization with the resolution of singularities. The pull-back p∗α is a
(0, n − q)-form with coefficients in p∗KF = m∗KY . Since m∗KY injects into KZ ,
it yields a (0, n− q)-form on Z with coefficients in KZ . Thus we can regard p∗α as
a (n− q, n− q)-form on Z. Away from the union of the critical locus of p with the
pre-image of the singular locus of F , we have, as in the proof of Theorem 5.6, the
identity p∗α = p∗ωn−q up to replacing v by a suitable scalar multiple. By continuity,
this equality holds on the whole Z. Hence, p∗α is a non-trivial semi-positive form
what guarantees the non-triviality of α in cohomology. �

Theorem 5.14. Let F be a foliation with numerically trivial canonical bundle
and canonical singularities on a projective manifold X. If the general leaf of F is
algebraic, then, perhaps after passing to a finite étale covering, the manifold X is a
product of projective manifolds and F is defined by the projection to one of them.

Proof. Since KF is numerically trivial and the general leaf is algebraic, Theorem
5.13 combined Corollary 3.8 implies that F is a smooth foliation. We can thus
apply Theorem 5.8 in order to conclude. �

6. Deformations of free morphisms

The goal of this section is to prove the following result.

Theorem 6.1. Let F be a codimension one foliation having at worst canonical
singularities on an uniruled projective manifold X. If the canonical bundle of F is
numerically trivial, then F is a transversely projective foliation.

Before dealing with the proof of this result, let us recall the definition of trans-
versely projective foliation following [37], see also [17, 18]. A transversely projective
structure for a codimension one foliation F on a projective manifold X is the data
(P,H, σ) of a P1-bundle P → X, a Riccati foliation H on P , and a meromorphic
section σ : X 99K P such that σ∗H = F . Notice that this last condition implies
that σ is generically transverse to H.

Another triple (P ′,H′, σ′) defines the same transversely projective structure if
it is derived from the initial one by a birational bundle transformation P 99K P ′.
Up to such birational bundle transformations, one can always assume that P is the
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trivial bundle X ×P1 with vertical coordinate z, and σ is the section {z = 0}. The
foliation H is therefore defined by a Riccati 1-form

ω = dz + ω0 + ω1z + ω2z
2

where ω0, ω1, ω2 are rational 1-forms on X. The integrability of H, ω ∧ dω = 0, is
equivalent to the equations

(5)

dω0 = ω0 ∧ ω1

dω1 = 2ω0 ∧ ω2

dω2 = ω1 ∧ ω2

Since we have normalized the section σ to {z = 0}, then F is defined by the rational
1-form ω0. Hence, a foliation F on Pn is transversely projective if, and only if, there
exist rational 1-forms ω0, ω1, ω2 on X satisfying (5) where ω0 defines the foliation
F ; we recognize the definition of transversely projective foliations given in [49].

If there exists a transversely projective structure (P,H, σ) for F in which ω2 = 0
(or equivalently there exists a section σ̃ : X 99K P invariant by H), then we say
that F is a transversely affine foliation.

If there exists a transversely projective structure (P,H, σ) for F in which ω2 =
ω1 = 0, then F is a transversely Euclidean foliation. In other words, a foliation
F is transversely Euclidean if, and only if, F can be defined by a closed rational
1-form.

Transversely projective foliations behave rather nicely with respect to dominant
rational maps as the lemma below shows.

Lemma 6.2. Let F : Y 99K X be a dominant rational map between projective
manifolds, F be a codimension one foliation on X, and G = F ∗F be the foliation
induced by F on Y . Then the following assertions hold true.

(1) The foliation G is transversely projective if, and only if, F is transversely
projective.

(2) The foliation G is transversely affine if, and only if, F is transversely affine.

Proof. If F is transversely projective (resp. affine or Euclidean), then G = F ∗F is
transversely projective (resp. affine or Euclidean) since such a structure (P,H, σ)
for F pulls back to a similar structure (F ∗P, F ∗H, F ∗σ) for G.

Suppose now that G is transversely projective (resp. affine). Restrict G and its
projective structure to a sufficiently general submanifold having the same dimension
as X. This reduces the problem to case where F is a generically finite rational map,
and we can apply [15, Lemme 2.1, Lemme 3.1] to conclude. �

We note that, if G is transversely Euclidean, then F is not necessarily transversely
Euclidean. The simplest examples are linear foliations on Abelian surfaces which
are invariant by multiplication by −1 while the defining 1-forms are not. By taking
the quotient, we obtain foliations which are transversely affine, but not transversely
Euclidean.

6.1. Deformation of free morphisms. Let X be a projective manifold of di-
mension n. The morphisms from P1 to X are parametrized by a locally Noetherian
scheme Mor(P1, X) [32, Theorem I.1.10]. The Zariski tangent space of Mor(P1, X)
at a given morphism f : P1 → X is canonically identified with H0(P1, f∗TX) [20,
Proposition 2.4] [32, Theorem I.2.16]. To understand this, suppose Mor(P1, X) is
smooth at a point [f ], and let γ : (C, 0) → Mor(P1, X) be a germ of holomorphic
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curve in Mor(P1, X) such that γ(0) = [f ]. If we fix x ∈ P1 and compute γ′(0)(x),
we obtain a vector at Tf(x)X ' (f∗TX)x. Thus γ′(0) ∈ H0(P1, f∗TX).

For an arbitrary morphism f , the local structure of Mor(P1, X) at a neighbor-
hood of [f ] can be rather nasty, but if h1(X, f∗TX) = 0, then Mor(P1, X) is smooth
and has dimension h0(P1, f∗TX) at a neighborhood of [f ], see [32, Theorem I.2.16]
or [20, Theorem 2.6].

If [f ] ∈ Mor(P1, X), then Birkhoff-Grothendieck’s Theorem implies that f∗TX
splits as a sum of line bundles OP1(a1) ⊕ OP1(a2) ⊕ · · · ⊕ OP1(an) with a1 ≥
a2 ≥ · · · ≥ an. The morphism f is called free when an ≥ 0. Notice that
h1(P1, f∗TX) = 0 when f is a free morphism. Therefore Mor(P1, X) is smooth
of dimension h0(P1, f∗TX) = n+

∑n
i=1 ai at a neighborhood of [f ].

The scheme Mor(P1, X) comes together with an evaluation map

F : P1 ×Mor(P1, X) −→ X

(x, [f ]) 7−→ f(x) .

Let f be a free morphism and M = Mf be the irreducible component of
Mor(P1, X) containing [f ]. The evaluation map F has maximal rank at any point
of a neighborhood of P1 × {[f ]} in P1 ×M [32, Corollary II.3.5.4]. Indeed, it has
maximal rank at a neighborhood of any point of the Aut(P1)-orbit of [f ] under the
action of Aut(P1) on Mor(P1, X) defined by right composition.

6.2. Tangential foliation on the space of morphisms. Let F be a foliation on
X (not necessarily of codimension one). We will say that a germ of deformation
ft : P1 → X, t ∈ (C, 0), of a free morphism f = f0 : P1 → X is tangent to F if the
curves ft(x) : (C, 0) → X are tangent to the foliation F for every x in P1. These
deformations correspond to germs of curves on M tangent to a foliation Ftang on
M which we will call the tangential foliation of F .

The construction of Ftang is rather simple. Since TM ' π∗F
∗TX, where π :

P1 × M → M is the natural projection, the inclusion TF ↪→ TX gives rise to
a morphism π∗F

∗TF → TM . If I denotes its image, then we define Ftang as
the foliation on M determined by the saturation of I inside TM , i.e., TFtang is
the smallest subsheaf of TM containing I and with torsion free cokernel. The
involutiveness of TFtang follows easily from the involutiveness of TF as verified
below.

Proposition 6.3. The sheaf TFtang ⊂ TM is closed under Lie brackets.

Proof. It suffices to verify at a neighborhood of a general morphism [g] ∈ M . We
can assume for instance that the image of g is disjoint from the singular set of F ,
thus F foliates a neighborhood of g(P1). If ξ1, ξ2 are germs of sections of TFtang
at [g], then the orbits of the corresponding vector fields give rise to deformations
of morphisms φ1, φ2 : (C, 0)× P1 → X with φi(0, x)g(x) and ∂tφi(t, x) ∈ Tφi(t,x)F
for i = 1, 2. The involutiveness of F implies that [∂tφ1(0, x), ∂tφ2,t(0, x)] ∈ TxF for
x ∈ P1. The involutiveness of TFtang follows. �

Remark 6.4. The idea of studying a foliation through the induced foliations on
the space of morphisms is not new, and can be traced backed to [42]. While it is
explored, there, to prove the uniruledness of the ambient manifold, here we will
explore the uniruledness of the ambient manifold (through the existence of free
rational curves) to unravel the structure of the original foliation.
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6.3. Tangential foliation and transverse structures. Consider a complex
manifold Y endowed with a proper morphism π : Y → Z with connected fibers
to another complex manifold Z. Given a foliation G on Y , we define the direct
image of G under π as the foliation π∗G on Z with tangent sheaf given by the
saturation in TZ of the image of the natural morphism

π∗TG → π∗TY → TZ

induced by the composition of the inclusion of TG in TY with the differential of π.
Let now X be a uniruled projective manifold carrying a foliation F , and let

M be an irreducible open subset of Mor(P1, X) formed by free rational curves. If
we consider on P1 × M the foliation G defined as the pull-back of F under the
evaluation morphism, and the codimension one foliation H defined by the fibers of
the projection P1 ×M → P1, then the tangential foliation of F is nothing but the
direct image of the intersection of G with H, i.e.

Ftang = π∗(G ∩ H) .

When the direct image of a foliation is non-trivial (i.e. its dimension is different
from zero), then our next result shows that the transverse structure of the original
foliation is constrained.

Theorem 6.5. Let M be an algebraic manifold, let G be a codimension one foliation
on P1 × M , let π : P1 × M → M be the natural projection, and let H be the
codimension one foliation defined by the fibers of the other natural projection ρ :
P1×M → P1. If the general fiber of π is generically transverse to G, and the general
leaf of the direct image T = π∗(G ∩H) is Zariski dense, then the codimension of T
is at most three. Moreover,

(1) If codim T = 1, then G is defined by a closed rational 1-form (i.e is trans-
versely Euclidean);

(2) If codim T = 2, then G is transversely affine;
(3) If codim T = 3, then G is transversely projective.

Proof. After replacing M by a Zariski open subset, we can assume that NG is of the
form ρ∗OP1(ν + 2) for some non-negative integer ν, and G is defined by a rational
1-form Θ which can be written as

Θ = (

ν∑
i=0

bi(x)zi)dz +

ν+2∑
i=0

θiz
i

where bi are regular functions on M and θi are holomorphic 1-forms on M . Notice
that T is the foliation defined by the 1-forms θi. If Ω is the quotient of Θ by
(
∑ν
i=0 bi(x)zi), then

Ω = dz +
∑
i≥i0

ωiz
i

where i0 is an integer and ωi are rational 1-forms on M . Of course, Ω is a rational
1-form defining G and the foliation T is defined by the 1-forms ωi.

The integrability condition takes the particularly simple form

Ω ∧ dΩ =
∑

zidz ∧ dωi +
∑

jzi+j−1ωi ∧ dz ∧ ωj +
∑

zi+jωi ∧ dωj = 0 .
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In particular, looking at the coefficient of zkdz, we obtain the existence of constants

λ
(k)
ij such that

(6) dωk =
∑

λ
(k)
ij ωi ∧ ωj

for any k ≥ i0.
Let q be the codimension of T , and p = dimM − q be the dimension of T .

Choose q 1-forms α1, . . . , αq among the 1-forms ωi such that α1, . . . , αq define T .
We claim that any of the 1-forms ωi can be written as linear combination with
constant coefficients of the 1-forms α1, . . . , αq. Indeed, for any fixed k there exits
rational functions b1, . . . , bq such that

ωk =

q∑
i=1

biαi .

Differentiating this expression, taking the wedge product of it with the (q−1)-forms
βj = α1 ∧ . . . ∧ α̂j ∧ . . . ∧ αq, and using equation (6), we obtain that

dbj ∧ αj ∧ βj = 0 =⇒ dbj ∧ α1 ∧ · · · ∧ αq = 0 .

Hence bj is constant along the leaves of T , and since the general leaf is Zariski

dense, bj must be constant. We conclude the existence of constants µ
(k)
ij such that

(7) dαk =
∑

µ
(k)
ij αi ∧ αj .

Choose p = dimM − q rational functions h1, . . . , hp on M such that the product

α1 ∧ . . . ∧ αq ∧ dh1 ∧ . . . ∧ dhp 6= 0

does not vanish identically. Let v1, . . . , vq be the unique rational vector fields on
M satisfying

αi(vj) = δij and dhi(vj) = 0 ,

where δij is the Kroenecker delta. Notice that the vector fields v1, . . . , vq satisfy a
dual version of equation (7), that is

[vi, vj ] =
∑

µ
(k)
ij vk .

Let v be the q-dimensional Lie algebra defined by v1, . . . , vq.
We claim that there exists an injective morphism of Lie algebras from v to the

Lie algebra of rational vector fields on P1. Indeed, for each i there exists a unique
lift v̂i of vi to P1 ×M tangent to G. More precisely, v̂i is the unique lift of vi such
that Ω(v̂i) = 0. Due to the particular form of Ω, it follows that we can write

v̂i = fi(z)
∂

∂z
+ vi ,

where fi ∈ C(z) is a rational function. Notice that

[v̂i, v̂j ] = [fi(z)
∂

∂z
, fj(z)

∂

∂z
] + [vi, vj ].

Since Ω is integrable it follows that the (unique) lift of [vi, vj ] tangent to G is given
by ∑

µ
(k)
ij fk(z)

∂

∂z
+ [vi, vj ]

and it must coincide with [v̂i, v̂j ]. Hence the map that sends vi to fi(z)
∂
∂z is the

sought injective morphism of Lie algebras from v to C(z) ∂∂z .
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A classical result of Lie (cf. [36, Theorem 1.1.1]) says that a finite dimensional
Lie subalgebra of C(z) ∂∂z has dimension at most three. Moreover, if its dimension
is two, then it is isomorphic to the affine Lie algebra aff(C), and if its dimension is
three, then it its isomorphic to the projective Lie algebra sl(2,C). Therefore v has
dimension at most three, and consequently the codimension of T is at most three.

If the codimension of T is equal to one, then we can write Ω = dz + b(z)α1 for
suitable b ∈ C(z) and we see that Ω/b(z) is a closed 1-form defining G.

If the codimension of T is equal to two, then there exists v1, v2 ∈ v satisfying
[v1, v2] = v1. Let a(z) ∂∂z be the image of v1 in C(z) ∂∂z and b(z) ∂∂z be the image of
v2. Therefore

[a(z)
∂

∂z
, b(z)

∂

∂z
] = a(z)

∂

∂z
=⇒ ab′ − ba′ = a .

If ϕ : P1 → P1 is the rational map ϕ(z) = −b(z)/a(z), then the above equation
implies

ϕ∗
∂

∂z
= − 1

(b/a)′(z)

∂

∂z
= − a2

(a′b− ab′)
∂

∂z
= a

∂

∂z
.

Similarly ϕ∗z ∂
∂z = b(z) ∂∂z . If we consider on P1 ×M the foliation R generated by

T̂ = (π∗T ) ∩ H, w1 = ∂
∂z + v1 and w2 = z ∂

∂z + v2, then G = (ϕ× idM )∗R. Notice

that the foliation R is a Riccati foliation on P1 ×M with the section at infinity
invariant, and thus it is tranversely affine.

If the codimension of T is equal to three, then there exists a basis v1, v2, v3 of
v satisfying [v1, v2] = v1, [v1, v3] = 2v2, and [v2, v3] = v3. We write, analogously
to the previous case, the images of v1, v2, and v3 in C(z) ∂∂z as a(z) ∂∂z , b(z)

∂
∂z , and

c(z) ∂∂z respectively. We still get the identity ab′−ba′ = a and also get the identities
bc′− b′c = 2b and bc′− b′c = c. If we consider the rational map ϕ(z) = −b(z)/a(z),
then we have that ϕ∗ ∂∂z = a(z) ∂∂z , ϕ∗z ∂

∂z = b(z) ∂∂z , and ϕ∗z2 ∂
∂z = c(z) ∂∂z . As

before, we obtain the existence of a Riccati foliation R on P1 ×M with tangent
sheaf generated by T̂ = (π∗T ) ∩ H, v1 + ∂

∂z , v2 + z ∂
∂z , and v3 + z2 ∂

∂z such that
G = (ϕ× idM )∗R. It follows that G is transversely projective. �

6.4. Another uniruledness criterion. The next two results hold for foliations
of any codimension.

Proposition 6.6. Let [g] ∈ M ⊂ Mor(P1, X) be a general free morphism with
g(P1) not everywhere tangent to F , and let k be the number of summands of g∗TF
having strictly positive degree. If x ∈ X is a general point, then there exists a
quasi-projective variety Vx of dimension at least k passing through x and contained
in the leaf of F through x.

Proof. If L is the leaf of Ftang through [g] and ϕ : P1×L→ X is the restriction to
P1 × L of the evaluation morphism, then the differential

dϕ : TP1 × TL −→ ϕ∗(TX)

of ϕ at a point (z, [h]) ∈ P1 × L is given by

dϕ(z, [h]) = dh(z) + φ(z, [h])

where φ(z, [h]) : H0(P1, h∗TF)→ h∗TX ⊗OX/mzOX is the evaluation morphism,
and dh is the differential of h, see [32, page 114]. If z0 ∈ P1 and [g] are general
enough, then the kernel of dϕ(z0, [g]) has dimension at least h0(P1, g∗TF ⊗ mz0),
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where mz0 ⊂ OP1,z0 denotes the maximal ideal of the local ring of P1 at z0. Since
the pair (z0, [g]) is general and g has image generically transverse to F , we have
that the set A = ϕ−1(ϕ(z0, [g]) ∩ {z0} ×L also has dimension h0(P1, g∗TF ⊗mz0).
Let T be the projection of A ⊂ P1 × L to L. Thus, we have an analytic family
of morphisms T contained in M ⊂ Mor(P1, X), all of them mapping z0 to p. The
description of dϕ given above implies that for a general y ∈ P1, y 6= z0, the image
under ϕ of {y}×T has dimension at least k, the number of non-negative summands
of g∗TF ⊗mz0

∼= g∗TF ⊗OP1(−1).
Let T be the Zariski closure of T in M , and let Mp ⊂M be the set morphisms in

M mapping z0 to p = g(z0). Clearly, Mp is a closed subset of M , and T is contained

in Mp. Assume p is a smooth point of F . We claim that T is tangent to Ftang.
To verify this claim let H : (X, g(z0)) → (Cq, 0) be a germ of submersion defining
F at g(z0), and consider the sets Σk ⊂ Mp consisting of morphisms f ∈ Mp such
that f∗H = g∗H mod mkz0 . Clearly, Σk is a closed algebraic subset of Mp and, by
design, the irreducible components of the intersection ∩kΣk are tangent to Ftang.
Since at least one of these irreducible components contains T , the claim follows.

If F : P1 ×M → X is the evaluation morphism, then for a general y ∈ P1, the
image F ({y}×T ) will be an algebraic set of dimension at least dimF ({y}×T ) ≥ k
contained in the leaf of F through g(y). The proposition follows. �

Proposition 6.7. Let M ⊂ Mor(P1, X) be an irreducible component containing
free morphisms, and [g] ∈M be a general element. Suppose g∗TF has at least one
summand having strictly positive degree. If x ∈ X is a general point, then there
exists a rational curve through x, and contained in the leaf of F through x.

Proof. The proof is similar to the one of [43, Lemma 5.2, Lecture I]. If g(P1) is
tangent to F , then there is nothing to prove. Otherwise, according to Proposition
6.6, the existence of a positive summand in the decomposition of g∗TF implies that
we can algebraically deform g along F in such a way that a general point z0 ∈ P1 is
mapped to g(z0) = x along the deformation. More precisely, there exists a smooth
quasiprojective curve C0 ⊂ M contained in a leaf of Ftang, and such that every
[h] ∈ C0 maps z0 to x.

Let C be a smooth projective curve containing C0 as an open subset. The
evaluation morphism F : P1×C0 → X extends to a rational map F : P1×C 99K X.
Generically F must have rank two, as otherwise the deformation would have to move
points along the image g(P1) of one of its member, and this is only possible if g(P1)
is tangent to F . Notice also that F ∗F is nothing but the foliation on P1×C defined
by the projection P1 × C → P1.

Since the curve C0 = {p0} × C has self-intersection zero in P1 × C, and F has
image of dimension two, there must exists an indeterminacy point of F on C0. By
resolving the indeterminacies of F , we obtain a surface S together with a morphism
G : S → X fitting into the diagram

S

π

��
G

((PP
PPP

PPP
PPP

PPP
PP

P1 × C F //______ X

P1 × C0
?�

OO
F
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where π : S → P1 × C is a birational morphism. Moreover, there exists a curve
E ⊂ S contracted by π into a point of C0, whose image under G is a rational curve
on X passing through x. Since the foliation F ∗F is a smooth foliation on P1 × C,
every exceptional divisor of π is also invariant by (F ◦ π)∗F = G∗F . Therefore,
G(E) is the sought rational curve tangent to F passing through x. �

6.5. Proof of Theorem 6.1. Let F be a codimension one foliation with numeri-
cally trivial canonical bundle on a uniruled manifold. Let f : P1 → X be a general
free morphism belonging to a fixed irreducible component M of Mor(P1, X). If
f(P1) is contained in a leaf of F , then F is uniruled. But this contradicts Corollary
3.8, since we are assuming F has canonical singularities.

We can therefore suppose that f is generically transverse to F . Since KF is
numerically trivial, we obtain that f∗TF is either trivial, or has a non-trivial pos-
itive summand. If f∗TF has a non trivial positive summand for any general free
morphism, then Proposition 6.7 implies F is uniruled. As before we arrive at a
contradiction with Corollary 3.8.

If f∗TF is trivial, then the foliation Ftang defined on M has dimension equal

to h0(P1, f∗TF) = dimX − 1. Let L be the Zariski closure of a general leaf of
Ftang. Notice that the restriction of the evaluation morphism F : P1 ×M → X

to Y = P1 × L ⊂ P1 ×M dominates X. If we consider the restriction of F to Y ,
then we are in position to apply Theorem 6.5 in order to deduce that (F ∗F)|Y is
transversely projective. To conclude the proof, we apply Lemma 6.2. �

7. Reduction to positive characteristic

Let F be a foliation defined on a complex projective manifold X. The variety
X and the subsheaf TF ⊂ TX can be both viewed as objects defined over a ring
R of characteristic zero finitely generated over Z. If p ⊂ R is a maximal ideal, then
R/p is a finite field k of characteristic p > 0. The reduction modulo p of F is the
foliation Fp determined by the subsheaf TFp = TF ⊗R k of the tangent sheaf of
the projective variety Xp = X ⊗R k. In simple terms, we are just reducing modulo
p the equations (which have coefficients in R) defining X and F . For more on the
reduction modulo p see [43, Chapter 1, §2.5].

Here, we will use reduction modulo p to find invariant hypersurfaces and integrat-
ing factors for complex foliations with semi-stable tangent sheaves and numerically
trivial canonical bundle. We will implicitly make use of the following result.

Proposition 7.1. Let F be a foliation on a polarized projective manifold (X,H)
defined over a finitely generated Z-algebra R ⊂ C. If there are integers M,m, and
a Zariski dense set of maximal primes P ⊂ Spec(R) such that Fp has an invariant
subvariety of dimension m and degree at most M for every p ∈ P, then F has an
invariant subvariety of dimension m and degree at most M .

Proof. For a fixed Hilbert polynomial χ, the subschemes of X invariant by F
with Hilbert polynomial χ form a closed subscheme Hilbχ(X,F) of Hilbχ(X), see
[19, Proposition 2.1]. Moreover, its formation commutes with base change. Thus
Hilbχ(X,F) is non-empty if, and only if, Hilbχ(Xp,Fp) is non-empty for a Zariski
dense set of primes p, see for instance [43, Lecture I, Proposition 2.6]. To conclude,
it suffices to remind that irreducible reduced subvarieties of Xp of bounded degree
have bounded Hilbert polynomial, independently of p. �
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If v is vector field on a smooth algebraic variety of positive characteristic, then
its p-th power is also a vector field, since it satisfies Leibniz’s rule:

vp(f · g) =

p∑
i=0

(
p

i

)
vi(f)vp−i(g) = fvp(g) + vp(f)g mod p .

A foliation F on a smooth algebraic variety X defined over a field of characteristic
p > 0 is said to be p-closed if, and only if, for every local section v of TF its p-th
power vp is also a local section of TF .

The p-closed foliations of codimension q are precisely those that can be defined
by q rational functions f1, . . . , fq in the sense that df1∧. . .∧dfq is a non-zero rational
section of detN∗F seen as a subsheaf of ΩqX . Indeed, if F is a p-closed foliation
of codimension q, then [43, Lecture III, 1.10] implies that at a general point of X
there are local coordinates in which F is defined by dx1 ∧ · · · ∧ dxq. Reciprocally,
if F is defined df1 ∧ . . . ∧ dfq 6= 0, then for every rational vector field v satisfying
ivdf1 ∧ . . . ∧ dfq = 0, we have that

ivp(df1 ∧ . . . ∧ dfq) =

q∑
i=1

(−1)i+1vp(fi) · df1 ∧ · · · ∧ d̂fi ∧ · · · ∧ dfq = 0 .

This illustrates what is perhaps the most astonishing contrast between foliations
in positive/zero characteristic: the easiness/toughness to decide whether or not F
has first integrals.

If F is a foliation on a projective manifold defined over a finitely generated Z-
algebra R ⊂ C then the behavior of Xp and Fp may vary wildly when p varies among
the maximal primes of R. Thus, in order to have some hope to read properties of
F on its reductions modulo p, one has to discard the bad primes. When a foliation
F on a complex projective manifold has p-closed reduction modulo p for every
maximal prime ideal p lying in a nonempty open subset U ⊂ Spec(R), then we will
simply say that F is p-closed.

7.1. Integrating factors in positive characteristic. In this section, we collect
some results from [18, Section 6] which will be essential in what follows.

Lemma 7.2. Let X be a smooth affine variety of dimension n defined over a field
of arbitrary characteristic. If ω is an integrable 1-form which is non zero at a closed
point x ∈ X, then there exists n − 1 regular vector fields v1, . . . , vn−1 at an affine
neighborhood of x such that

(1) v1 ∧ · · · ∧ vn−1(x) 6= 0;
(2) [vi, vj ] = 0 for every i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n− 1};
(3) iviω = 0 for every i ∈ {1, . . . , n− 1}.

Proof. This is lemma 6.1 from [18]. �

The underlying idea of the proof of the next result is that p-th powers of vector
fields tangent to a integrable 1-form give rise to infinitesimal automorphisms, and
these allow us to find integrating factors. The proof presented below is borrowed
from [18, proof of Theorem 6.2]. We have chosen to present it here, since this result
is pivotal in the proof of Theorem 7.5.

Proposition 7.3. Let X be a smooth variety defined over a field k of characteristic
p > 0, and ω be a rational 1-form on X. If ω is integrable and there exists a rational
vector field ξ such that
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(1) iξω = 0; and
(2) F = ω(ξp) 6= 0

then the 1-form F−1 · ω is closed.

Proof. Let n be the dimension of X and v1, . . . , vn−1 be the rational vector fields

given by Lemma 7.2. Thus ξ =
∑n−1
j=1 aijvj for suitable rational functions aij .

By a formula of Jacobson [28, page 187], we can write ξp =
∑n−1
j=1 a

p
ijv

p
j +

P (ai,1v1, . . . , ai,n−1vn−1) with P being a Lie polynomial. Since [vi, vj ] = 0 it follows
that

ξp =

n−1∑
j=1

apijv
p
j , mod < v1, . . . , vn−1 > .

As we are interested in contracting ξp with ω, we will replace ξp by ζ =
∑n−1
j=1 a

p
ijv

p
j .

Notice that [ζ, vj ] = 0 for j ∈ {1, . . . , n− 1}.
Set α = ω

ω(ζ) . The integrability of ω together with α(ξp) = α(ζ) = 1 implies

0 = iζ(α ∧ dα) = dα− α ∧ iζdα .
Hence to prove that α is closed, it suffices to verify that the 1-form iζdα is zero.
As the vector fields v1, . . . , vn−1, ζ commute, then for every vector field v in the
previous list we have

(iζdα)(v) = α([ζ, v])− ζ(α(v)) + v(α(ζ)) = 0 .

This ensures that iζdα = 0, and consequently dα = 0. The proposition follows. �

Corollary 7.4. Continuation of Proposition 7.3: if ξ̃ is another rational vector
field satisfying (1) and (2), then the rational functions F = ω(ξp) and F̃ = ω(ξ̃p)

differ by the multiplication of a p-th power of a rational function, i.e., F = HpF̃ ,

for some rational function H. In particular, the identity dF
F = dF̃

F̃
holds true.

Proof. According to Proposition 7.3, both F−1ω and F̃−1ω are closed 1-forms.
Therefore d(F−1F̃ ) ∧ ω = 0. Since the foliation defined by ω is not p-closed, it

follows that d(F−1F̃ ) = 0. Hence F = HpF̃ for a suitable rational function H. �

7.2. Lifting integrating factors. We will now proceed to prove the main result
of Section 7.

Theorem 7.5. Let (X,H) be a polarized projective complex manifold, and F be a
semi-stable foliation of codimension one on X. If KF ·Hn−1 = 0, then at least one
of the following assertions holds true

(1) the foliation F is p-closed;
(2) F is induced by a closed rational 1-form with coefficients in a flat line

bundle, without divisorial components in its zero set.

Proof. Let R ⊂ C be a finitely generated Z-algebra such that everything in sight is
defined over it. Suppose that the set of maximal primes P ⊂ Spec(R) for which Fp

– the reduction modulo p of F – is not p-closed is Zariski dense, and fix p ∈ P.
To raise germs of vector fields v in TFp to theirs p-th powers provides a non-zero

global section Sp of

HomOX (F ∗TFp, NFp) = (F ∗TFp)
∗ ⊗NFp

where F is the absolute Frobenius.
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Let us explicitly describe Sp at sufficiently small Zariski open subsets Ui disjoint
from the singular set of Fp. Let v1,i, ...., vn−1,i be the n− 1 vector fields satisfying
the conclusion of Lemma 7.2, and such that v1,i ∧ ...∧ vn−1,i does not vanish on Ui.
We can also assume that Fp is defined on the same domain by a 1-form ωi without
divisorial components in its singular set. Take another open set Uj with the same
properties. On overlapping charts, we have v1,i

...
vn−1,i

 = Mij

 v1,j

...
vn−1,j


where the matrix cocycle {Mij} represents the cotangent bundle T ∗Fp of the foli-
ation outside sing(Fp).

As a consequence, using Jacobson’s formula [28], we obtain vp1,i
...

vpn−1,i

 = Nij

 vp1,j
...

vpn−1,j

 mod TFp

where the matrix Nij is obtained from Mij by replacing each entry by its pth power.
If we set sk,i = ωi(v

p
k,i), then we gain the following equality s1,i

...
sn−1,i

 = gijNij

 s1,j

...
sn−1,j


where gij is the cocycle representing the normal bundle of Fp. The collection of
vectors {(s1,is2,i . . . sn−1,i)

T } represents Sp on Xp − sing(Fp).
Let Dp be the zero divisor of the section Sp. Over Ui, Dp is defined by the

codimension one components of the common zeros of s1,i, . . . , sn−1,i. Since Fp is
not p-closed, there is at least one among these functions which does not vanish
identically. Choose one for each open subset Ui and denote it by si. Corollary 7.4
guarantees that the zero divisor of two different choices will differ by an element
in p · Div(Ui). It also implies that over nonempty intersections Ui ∩ Uj , we have
si = gijh

p
ijsj for some rational function hij in Ui ∩ Uj . Therefore the rational

1-forms dsi
si

do not depend on the choices of the rational functions si and they
satisfy

dsi
si
− dsj

sj
=
dgij
gij

.

Notice also that the polar set of dsi/si coincides with the irreducible components
of Dp|Ui which have multiplicity relatively prime to p.

If we write gij = gi/gj as a quotient of rational functions on X, then we can
define on Xp a closed rational 1-form with simple poles ηp by setting

(ηp)|Ui =
dsi
si
− dgi

gi

where we still denote by gi the reduction modulo p of the rational functions gi.
If Cp is an irreducible curve on Xp not contained in the polar set of ηp, then

the restriction of ηp to Cp is a rational 1-form with sum of residues equal to (Dp −
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NFp) · Cp mod p. The residue formula implies the equality

(8) Dp · Cp = NFp · Cp mod p .

If we set ω = ωi/gi, then ω is a well-defined rational 1-form on X. Moreover,
Proposition 7.3 implies that the identity dω = ηp ∧ ω holds true on Xp. If we were
in characteristic zero, then the closed 1-form ηp would be the sought integrating
factor.

Up to this point, we have not used the hypothesis on KF . In order to explore it
and obtain further restrictions on Dp, we will use the following result by Shepherd-
Barron, [50, Corollary 2p] and [30].

Lemma 7.6. (char p) Suppose that E is a semi-stable vector bundle of rank r over

a curve C of genus g. Consider F ∗E = Ẽ, the pull-back of E under the absolute
Frobenius. Then there exists M = M(r, g) > 0 independent of p such that

µmax(Ẽ)− µmin(Ẽ) ≤M.

Now, return to the original foliation F on the complex manifold X. Consider a
general complete intersection curve C cut out by elements of |mH| ( m � 0 ) for
which the TF|C is semi-stable. Notice that this semi-stability is preserved under
specialization mod p for almost every p.

Restricting Sp to Cp and cleaning up its zero divisor, we get a section of

HomOCp
(F ∗Fp|Cp

, NFp|Cp
⊗OCp

(−Dp)).

Since HomOX (A,B) = 0 whenever µminA > µmaxB, we deduce that

µmin(F ∗Fp|Cp
) ≤ NFp · Cp −Dp · Cp .

Lemma 7.6 and the fact that µmax(F ∗F|Cp
) ≥ 0 imply

Dp · Cp ≤M +NFp · Cp

with M uniform in p. For p � 0, this last inequality combined with (8) implies
Dp ·Cp = NFp ·Cp = NF ·C. Consequently, the degree of Dp is uniformly bounded.

In particular, the polar locus of ηp + dgi
gi

on Ui coincides with the support of Dp|Ui
and its residues are positive integers uniformly bounded with respect to p (indeed,
they coincide with the multiplicity of irreducible components of Dp). Thus, there
exist on X a closed rational 1-form η with simple poles such that

dω = η ∧ ω .

Moreover, the residue of η + dgi
gi

along an irreducible component H of its polar set

coincides with the multiplicity of H in D. We conclude that the 1-form

ω

exp
∫
η

=
ωi

exp
(∫

η + dgi
gi

)
is a closed rational 1-form on X with zero set of codimension at least two and
coefficients in a flat line bundle which defines the foliation F . �
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7.3. Singularities of p-closed foliations. McQuillan observed in [39, Proposition
II.1.3] that isolated singularities of p-closed foliations of dimension one with non-
nilpotent linear part are fairly special.

Lemma 7.7. Let F be a p-closed foliation by curves on a projective manifold X.
If x ∈ sing(F) is an isolated singularity with non-nilpotent linear part, then there
exist formal coordinates at x where F is generated by the linear vector field

v =

n∑
i=1

λixi
∂

∂xi

where λ1, . . . , λn are non-zero integers.

Proof. In the terminology of [39], we have that an isolated singularity is log canon-
ical if, and only if, its linear part is not nilpotent [39, Fact I.1.8]. The only case
in our statement not covered by [39, Proposition II.1.3] is when the singularity is
log canonical but not canonical. According to [39, Fact I.1.9], this implies that the
vector field is linearizable and all its quotients of eigenvalues are positive rational
numbers. �

Corollary 7.8. Let F be a foliation on a projective manifold X with numerically
trivial canonical bundle. If the singularities of F are canonical, then one of the
following assertions hold true.

(1) The foliation F is defined by a closed rational 1-form with coefficients in a
flat line bundle and without divisorial components in its zero set.

(2) At a general point of every irreducible component of codimension two of
sing(F), the foliation admits a holomorphic first integral of the form xpyq

where p, q are positive integers.

Proof. If F is not p-closed, then the result follows from Theorem 7.5. If instead
F is p-closed, then the same holds true for the restriction of F to any projective
surface S ⊂ X. Lemma 7.7 combined with Proposition 3.5 implies the result. �

Although not strictly necessary for what follows, Theorem 7.9 plays an essential
role in the classification of codimension one foliations with trivial canonical bundle
on Fano 3-folds with Picard number one carried out in [38]. In contrast with the
corollary above, no assumptions are made on the nature of the singularities of the
foliation.

Theorem 7.9. Let (X,H) be a polarized complex projective manifold and F be
a codimension one semi-stable foliation on X with numerically trivial canonical
bundle. Suppose c1(TX)2 ·Hn−2 > 0. If F is p-closed, then

(1) F is a rationally connected foliation, i.e., the general leaf of F is a rationally
connected algebraic variety; or

(2) TF is not stable and there exists a rationally connected foliation H tangent
to F and with KH ·Hn−1 = 0.

Proof. As c1(TF) = 0, we have that c1(TX) = c1(NF). Thus c1(TX)2 ·Hn−2 =
c1(NF)2 · Hn−2 > 0 and Baum-Bott index theorem [3] implies the existence of a
codimension two component S of the singular set of F which has positive Baum-
Bott index.

Take a general surface Σ ⊂ X intersecting S transversally. Since dim Σ = 2 all
the singularities of F|Σ are isolated. As p-closedness is preserved by restrictions
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to subvarieties, it follows from Lemma 7.7 that a singularity of F|Σ on S ∩ Σ
either has nilpotent linear part, or is formally linearizable with rational quotient
of eigenvalues. Moreover, since the Baum-Bott index of S is positive, in the latter
case the quotient of eigenvalues must be positive. In both cases S is a non-canonical
center, i.e., there exists a composition of blow-ups on smooth centers π : Y → X
such that the canonical bundle of G = π∗F is of the form

KG = π∗KF − E −D.

Here E is an effective divisor supported on an irreducible hypersurface such that
π(|E|) = S and D is a divisor (not necessarily effective) such that π(|D|) ⊂ sing(S).
In particular π(|D|) has codimension at least three.

Let A be an ample line bundle on Y , and Hε equal to π∗H + εA. Let ε0 > 0
be such that KG · Hn−1

ε < 0 for any positive ε ≤ ε0. If TG is Hε-semi-stable for
some positive ε ≤ ε0, then Corollary 2.2 implies that the leaves of G are rationally
connected varieties, and we can conclude. If not, then for any positive ε ≤ ε0, the
maximal destabilizing foliation of G, which we will denote by Hε, satisfies

µε(THε) > µε(TG)

where the slope µε is computed as a function of A and ε.
A priori, as ε goes to zero the maximal destabilizing foliation Hε could vary, but

the proof of [44, Lemma 3.3.3] shows that this cannot happen. More precisely, for
ε > 0 sufficiently small, the maximal destabilizing foliations Hε will be all equal to
a fixed foliation H. Since µHεi (TH) > µHεi (TG) > 0, Corollary 2.2 implies that
the general leaf of H is rationally connected.

To conclude, notice that on the one hand µεk(TH) > µεk(TG) > 0 implies
that µπ∗H(TH) = µH(Tπ∗H) ≥ 0. On the other hand, the H-semistability of
TF = Tπ∗G implies µH(Tπ∗H) ≤ 0. It follows that µH(Tπ∗H) = 0. Consequently
TF is semi-stable but not stable, and π∗H is the sought foliation tangent to F with
rationally connected general leaf. �

8. Closed rational differential forms

In this section we will prove the following result.

Theorem 8.1. Let F be a codimension one foliation with numerically trivial canon-
ical bundle on a projective manifold X. If the singularities of F are canonical, then
F is defined by a closed rational 1-form without divisorial components on its zero
set after a finite étale covering, or F is an isotrivial fibration. Otherwise, F is
uniruled.

Let us briefly recall what we already know.

(1) If F has non canonical singularities, then F is uniruled according to Corol-
lary 3.8.

(2) If KX is pseudo-effective, then F is smooth according to Theorem 3.7.
(3) If F is not p-closed, then Theorem 8.1 follows from item (2) of Theorem

7.5 in the situation where the flat line bundle involved is torsion. This is
indeed the case and will be proved in 8.2.1.

(4) If F is p-closed, then at a general point of a codimension two irreducible
component of sing(F), the foliation F admits a local holomorphic first
integral according to Corollary 7.8.
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(5) If X is uniruled, then F is transversely projective according to Theorem
6.1.

To conclude the proof of Theorem 8.1, we will show that a foliation F with numeri-
cally trivial canonical bundle, with canonical singularities satisfying the conclusion
of 4, and admitting a transversely projective structure, necessarily satisfies the as-
sumptions of Lemma 4.4. Once this is done, Theorem 8.1 follows since Lemma 4.4
implies H1(X,N∗F) 6= 0, and we can apply Corollary 5.5 to conclude that F is
smooth. Theorem 8.1 will then follow from the lemma below.

Lemma 8.2. Theorem 8.1 holds true for smooth foliations.

Proof. The proof is a consequence of the classification of smooth codimension one
foliations with trivial canonical class [53] recalled in Section 1.1. To prove Theorem
8.1, it suffices to show that, after a finite étale covering, such foliations are defined
by a closed rational 1-form without codimension one zeros. This is clear for the
foliations described in (1) and (2) of Section 1.1.

Let us now verify the result for the foliations transverse to a fibration by rational
curves (case (3) of Section 1.1). It follows from the classification of projective
manifolds with trivial canonical class that they have virtually abelian fundamental.
Therefore, after a finite étale covering, we can assume that the lifting of closed paths
in Y along leaves of F will induce a representation with values (C∗, ·) ⊂ Aut(P1)
or (C,+) ⊂ Aut(P1). In both situations, this holonomy representation preserves
a rational 1-form η on P1 without zeros. The invariance of η by the holonomy
representation allows us to saturate it by the foliation in order to obtain a closed
rational 1-form without zeros defining F . �

8.1. Transversely projective structure, Schwarzian derivative, and invari-
ant divisors. Suppose F is a codimension one foliation on a projective manifold X
with numerically trivial canonical bundle. We will also assume that, at the general
point of every irreducible component of the singular set of F having codimension
two, the foliation is defined by

pxdy + qydx

with p, q relatively prime positive integers. We will make use of the transversely pro-
jective structure given by Theorem 6.1 to produce a divisor satisfying the hypothesis
of Lemma 4.3. The degeneracy locus of the transversely projective structure is of
the form sing(F)∪Σ, where Σ is a finite union of F-invariant hypersurfaces, see for
instance [37, Lemma 2.2], or [18, Proposition 2.15]. Outside this set, the foliation is
defined by local submersions with values in P1, and transition functions in Aut(P1).
We emphasize that the transverse structure gives distinguished first integrals for
the foliation F outside the degeneracy locus of the projective structure. We will
denote the sheaf of such distinguished first integrals by I.

Consider a regular point p ∈ X − sing(F) where the foliation is locally given by
a submersion z, z(p) = 0. We can select an open neighborhood U of p and a section
f (possibly multi-valued) of I (which depends only on the z variable) such that the
Schwarzian derivative of f with respect to z, {f, z}, is a well defined meromorphic
function on the whole open set U . Hence, we can expand the Schwarzian derivative
of f with respect to z as

{f, z} =
∑
i≥i0

aiz
i
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with i0 ∈ Z and ai0 6= 0, unless {f, z} vanishes identically. The following facts can
be easily verified.

(1) The first integral f is a submersion if, and only if, i0 ≥ 0. In particular, if
i0 < 0, then the local invariant hypersurface {z = 0} actually belongs to
an algebraic hypersurface in Σ.

(2) If i0 ≤ −1, then i0 is independent of the choice of the local coordinate z.
Consequently, i0 is constant along the irreducible hypersurfaces, in Σ. If H
is one of such hypersurfaces, then we will denote by i0(H) the value of i0
along it. Moreover, if i0 ≥ −2, then the coefficient of 1

z2 is independent of
the coordinate and we define a(H) = a−2.

(3) there exists ϕ ∈ Aut(P1) such that the function ϕ ◦ f(z)− log z is holomor-
phic if, and only if, i0 = −2 and a−2 = 1

2 .

We will say that H is an irregular singularity of the projective structure if, and
only if, i0(H) < −2. Otherwise, if i0(H) ∈ {−2,−1}, we will say that H is a regular
singularity.

8.1.1. Passing through corners. Let ω = pydx + qxdy be a germ of 1-form at the
origin of Cn with p, q relatively prime positive integers. Suppose that the foliation
F induced by ω is endowed with a projective structure. Let f be a multi-valued
section of I defined on (the universal cover of) the complement of {xy = 0}. Let
r = q

p . Set ix = i0({x = 0}) and iy = i0({y = 0}). On the transversals {y = 1}
and {x = 1}, we get respectively

{f, x} =
∑
i≥ix

aix
i and {f, y} =

∑
i≥iy

biy
i .

Lemma 8.3. Notation as above. The following assertions hold true.

(1) If the singularity on {x = 0} is irregular, i.e. ix < −2, then iy = r(ix+2)−2
and biy = aixr

2. Therefore, iy < −2 and the singularity on {y = 0} is also
irregular.

(2) If the singularity on {x = 0} is regular with ix = −2, then iy ≥ −2 and
b−2 = r2(aix − 1

2 ) + 1
2 .

(3) If ix ≥ −1 and r 6= 1, then iy = −2.

Proof. The restrictions of f to the transversals {y = 1} and {x = 1} are related by
the so called Dulac’s transform which is a (multi-valued) holonomy transformation
between the two transversals. It is explicitly given by x = h(y) = yr.

The composition rule for the Schwarzian derivative

{f ◦ h, z} = {f, h(z)}h′2(z) + {h, z}
applied to x = h(y) = yr, together with the fact that

{h, y} =
1− r2

y2

implies the lemma. �

It follows that the projective structure determines a logarithmic 1-form η with
canonical residues on {xy = 0} satisfying dω = η ∧ ω as follows.

(1) In case of irregular singularities: η = (−ix − 3)dxx + (−iy − 3)dyy .

(2) In case of regular singularities: η = (|2a−2 − 1|
1
2−1)dxx +(|2b−2 − 1|

1
2−1)dyy .
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The square roots appearing in formula (2) are the positive square roots of the
corresponding absolute values. In case the projective structure has regular singular-
ities along one of the branches, say {x = 0}, it may happen that the distinguished
first integrals induced by the projective structure are holomorphic submersions at
a general point of {y = 0}, e.g. the distinguished first integrals are of the form
xpy composed with elements of Aut(P1). If this happens, then b−2 = 0 and the
1-form η is holomorphic along {y = 0}. It also may happen that the distinguished
first integrals are holomorphic at general points of both branches. In this case, the
distinguished first integrals are defined at the complement of {x = y = 0}, thanks
to the simple-connectedness of (Cn, 0)−{x = y = 0}, and therefore extend through
the singular set by Hartogs. When this happens, then p = q = 1, a−2 = b−2 = 0,
and η is equal to zero.

In any case the residues of η are real. Both residues are equal to −1, or both
residues are strictly greater than −1.

8.2. Proof of Theorem 8.1. Let F be a transversely projective foliation which is
of the form pxdx+qydx (p, q relatively prime positive integers) at the general point
of every codimension two irreducible component S of sing(F). We will now con-
struct a divisor D with support on Σ (the singular set of the transversely projective
structure) satisfying the hypothesis of Lemma 4.4.

Write Σ = Σ1∪. . .∪Σ` as the union of its connected components. Fix a connected
component Σj and pick a point p ∈ sing(F) ∪ Σj in an irreducible component
Hp ⊂ Σj .

Assume that i0(Hp) < −2. Then every other irreducible component H of Σj
must satisfy i(H) < −2 according to Lemma 8.3. Then we set

Dj =
∑
H⊂Σj

(−i(H)− 3)H.

Notice that Dj satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 4.4 in a neighborhood of Σj .
Assume that i0(Hp) = −2 and a(Hp) = 1

2 . Lemma 8.3 implies the same holds
true for every irreducible component H ⊂ Σj . Fact (3) of Section 8.1 implies
that over a general point of Σj , we get a logarithmic first integral (induced by the
projective structure) which gives rise to a well defined local section β of dI. Indeed,
these local sections are logarithmic 1-forms with poles on Σj , which are unique up to
a multiplicative constant. Using Mayer-Vietoris sequence, we deduce the existence
of a global logarithmic 1-form βj on a neighborhood V of Σj . Moreover, one can
choose βj with all its residues strictly positive. We use the (global) 1-form βj to
change the (local) canonical 1-form η deduced from Lemma 8.3 to a new 1-form
η′ = η + βj having all its residues strictly greater than −1 and still satisfying
dω = η′ ∧ ω. In this case we set

Dj =
∑
H⊂Σj

(resH(η′))H.

Assume that i0(Hp) = −2 and a(Hp) 6= 1
2 . In this case, using again Lemma 8.3,

if we set

Dj =
∑
H⊂Σj

(|2a(H)− 1|
1
2 − 1)H,

then Dj satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 4.4 in a neighborhood of Σj .
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If we sum up the divisors Dj for all the connected components of Σ, we obtain a
divisor D satisfying the hypothesis of Lemma 4.4, and consequently we get the non-
vanishing of H1(X,N∗F). As we are assuming that F is not uniruled, Corollary
5.5 implies that F is smooth. The description given in [53] (see §1.1) implies that F
is defined by a closed holomorphic 1-form with coefficients in a torsion line bundle.
Therefore, to conclude the proof of Theorem 8.1, it remains to show that the closed
1-forms given by Theorem 7.5 have coefficients in a torsion line bundle.

8.2.1. Flat implies torsion. Let F be a non-uniruled foliation with c1(KF ) = 0,
given by closed rational 1-form ω without zeroes divisor, and with coefficients in a
flat line bundle L. Assume sing(F) 6= ∅, and write (ω)∞ =

∑
λDD as a sum of

irreducible divisors with positive integers coefficients.
If all the residues of ω are zero, then, according to Corollary 4.5, we get that

H1(X,N∗F) 6= 0, and we conclude that F is smooth (Corollary 5.5). From now
on, we will assume the existence of an irreducible component D in the support of
(ω)∞ with non-zero residue. Corollary 3.10 implies that D dominates RX through
the maximal rationally connected meromorphic fibration R : X 99K RX .

Recall that rationally connected manifolds are simply-connected, and conse-
quently L is trivial in these manifolds. Thus, we have only to deal with X uniruled,
with rational quotient RX not reduced to a point. Let us denote by U ⊂ RX the
Zariski open subset such that the fibration R over U is a regular one. Let us pick
a small open ball B on U . Over R−1(B) our flat line bundle L is trivial since the
fibers of R are rationally-connected. Therefore, we can represent ω in R−1(U) by
a meromorphic 1-form normalized in such a way that its residue along a branch of
D is equal to 1. Since there are only finitely many choices involved, this enables us
to conclude that L is torsion. Therefore, after a finite étale covering, F is defined
by a closed rational 1-form. This completes the proof of Theorem 8.1. �

9. Structure

In this section, we will present a proof of our main result, namely Theorem 2.

9.1. Factoring out a manifold with trivial canonical bundle. Let F be a
codimension one foliation with numerically trivial canonical bundle and canonical
singularities on a projective manifold X. Assume that the general leaf of F is not
algebraic. According to Theorem 8.1, we can (and will) assume that F is defined
by a closed rational 1-form ω without divisorial components in its zero set, after
replacing X by an étale covering. Let D be the polar divisor of ω. Consider the
natural morphism

φ : TF → H0(X,Ω1
X(logD))∗ ⊗OX

obtained by contracting germs of vector fields tangent to F with global logarithmic
1-forms with poles on D. To be more precise, Ω1

X(logD) denotes the sheaf of weakly
logarithmic 1-forms with poles contained in the support of D in the terminology of
[11, p. 601]. To wit, a local section of Ω1

X(logD) is a local meromorphic 1-form
α with simple poles along the support of D such that dα also has simple poles.
We are exploiting the F-invariance of D in order to get holomorphic 1-forms along
leaves from logarithmic 1-forms on X. Let H be the foliation with tangent sheaf
equal to the kernel of φ. Alternatively, H is defined by the kernel of ω intersected
with the kernel of all the elements of H0(X,Ω1

X(logD)). From this description it
is clear that detNH ≤ NF = −KX .
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Remark 9.1. We point out that Corollary 3.6 implies that every element in
H0(X,Ω1

X(logD)) is automatically closed. If one does not impose restrictions on
the poles of weakly logarithmic 1-forms, it may happen that they end up being
non-closed, see the discussion at [11, pp. 601-603]. For instance the 1-form on P2

defined on affine coordinates by (x2 − y5)−1(2ydx − 5xdy) has simple poles, and
the same holds true for its differential, but is not closed. In our setup, where D is
normal crossing in codimension one, any ω ∈ H0(X,Ω1

X(logD)) is automatically
closed. To verify this fact, first observe that the residue of ω along the normal-
ization of an irreducible component H of D is a well-defined holomorphic function
outside the pre-image of the locus where H is not normal crossing. As this locus
has codimension two inside H, this holomorphic function extends through it and
therefore must be constant by compactness of H. Thus the residues of ω are con-
stant. It follows that dω is a holomorphic 2-form and we can apply [45, Proposition
7.1] to conclude that dω = 0.

Lemma 9.2. Perhaps after passing to an étale covering, the manifold X is the
product of a projective manifold Y with trivial canonical bundle, and another pro-
jective manifold Z; the foliation H coincides with the fibers of the projection to Z;
and F is the pull-back of a foliation on Z via this projection.

Proof. Let alb : X−D → H0(X,Ω1
X(logD))∗/H1(X−D,Z) be the quasi-albanese

map in the sense of [27]. Recall from [27, Proposition 3] that alb extends to a
rational map on the whole X and, as such, defines a (perhaps singular) foliation
on X by algebraic leaves. By definition, the foliation H is the intersection of the
foliation defined by the fibers of the quasi-albanese map with F . Since any abelian
representation of π1(X −D) becomes trivial when restricted to an arbitrary fiber
F of alb, we deduce that ω|F , the restriction of ω to F , is an exact rational 1-form.
It follows that H is a foliation by algebraic leaves.

Corollary 3.8 implies that detNH = NF (otherwise H, and consequently F
would be uniruled). Thus KH = KF and Theorem 5.14 implies the product struc-
ture for X compatible with H. The result follows. �

9.2. Finding the abelian Lie group. We keep the notation used in Section 9.1
above.

Lemma 9.3. If F is defined by a closed rational 1-form ω without codimension one
zeros, does not admit a rational first integral, and the foliation H is the foliation by

points, then the tangent sheaf of F is free, i.e., TF = O⊕ dim(F)
X . Furthermore, the

projective manifold X is an equivariant compactification of an abelian Lie group G,
and the foliation F is induced by a codimension one subalgebra of the Lie algebra
of G.

Proof. If H is the foliation by points, then φ is injective. Therefore, the dual of φ

φ′ : H0(X,Ω1
X(log(D))⊗OX → T ∗F

must be surjective in codimension one. From the triviality of the determinants of
the source and the target, we deduce that kerφ′ is isomorphic to a certain number
of copies of OX . Since F has no rational first integral, and logarithmic 1-forms are
closed, the kernel of φ′ is either trivial or of rank one. In the former case D 6= Dred,
while in the later case the kernel is generated by ω, a logarithmic 1-form defining F .
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In both cases, we have that TF is isomorphic to O⊕ dimF
X and that φ′ is everywhere

surjective. Notice that we have also proved that

(9) dimCH
0(X,Ω1

X(logD)) =

{
dimX when ω is logarithmic, and
dimX − 1 otherwise.

Hence, the C-vector space V of closed rational 1-forms generated by ω and
H0(X,Ω1

X(logD)) always has the same dimension as X. Furthermore, this complex
vector space generates the C(X)-vector space of rational 1-forms on X.

Since TF is trivial, we can choose holomorphic vector fields v1, . . . , vn−1 which
generate TF . Notice that the contraction of any of these vector fields with any
of the 1-forms in V is a constant, since they are all in the kernel of ω and D is
F-invariant. Cartan’s formula for the exterior derivative implies they generate an
abelian Lie algebra of dimension n− 1. Integration defines an abelian subgroup H
of the algebraic group Aut0(X) of dimension n − 1. Since the general leaf of F is
not algebraic, we have that H is not a Zariski closed subgroup of Aut(X).

Let Aut0(X) be the connected component of the identity of the group of auto-
morphisms of X. Since X is projective by assumption, Aut0(X) is an algebraic
group. Let G ⊂ Aut0(X) be the Zariski closure of H. Notice that G is also
abelian of dimension at least equal to n = dimX. To verify that the dimension
of G is actually equal to dimX, let’s asssume (aiming at a contradiction) that
we have at least n + 1 linearly independent vector fields in the Lie algebra of
G say v1, . . . , vn, vn+1. Without loss of generality, we can assume that the first
n vector fields generate TX over a Zariski open subset. Hence, we can write
vn+1 =

∑n
i=1 fivi for suitable rational functions fi ∈ C(X). Since G is abelian, we

have that 0 = [vj , vn+1] =
∑n
i=1 vj(fi)vi for every j. It follows that the functions

f1, . . . , fn are constant and that the vector field vn+1 is a linear combination of
the vector fields v1, . . . , vn contrary to our assumption. We conclude that G has
dimension n.

Finally observe that the group G itself can be identified with the locus where the
wedge product v1 ∧ · · · ∧ vn does not vanish. We conclude that X is an equivariant
compactification of G. �

Remark 9.4. We can go one step further and prove that X is either a compactifi-
cation of a quasi-abelian variety, or an equivariant compactification of an extension
of a quasi-abelian variety by (C,+). Indeed, the group G surjects onto an Abelian
variety with fibers given by abelian algebraic linear groups. By a classical result of
Rosenlicht, these abelian algebraic linear groups are isomorphic to (C∗, ·)r×(C,+)s.
If s = 0, then G is a quasi-abelian variety; if instead s = 1, then G is an extension
by (C,+) of a quasi-abelian variety. The case s ≥ 2 is impossible, because the Lie
algebra of (C,+)s would intersect H giving rise to rational curves contained in the
leaves of F .

9.3. Proof of the main result (Theorem 2 of the Introduction). If F has
non canonical singularities, then Theorem 3.7 implies that F is uniruled. If instead
F has canonical singularities, then according to Theorem 8.1, after passing to a
finite étale covering, F is a smooth isotrivial fibration, or F is defined by a closed
rational 1-form without divisorial components in its zero set. When F is a fibration,
the result follows from Theorem 5.13. From now on assume that F is defined by
a closed rational 1-form without divisorial components in its zero set, and is not
a fibration. We can apply Lemma 9.2 to show that X is, up to an étale covering,
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a product of a projective manifold Y with numerically trivial canonical bundle
with a projective manifold Z. Furthermore, F is the pull-back under the natural
projection Y × Z → Z of a foliation G on Z satisfying the assumptions of Lemma
9.3. Theorem 2 follows. �
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